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Three quotations,
quotations, by
by way
way of
of introduction
introduction
1. Three
her seminal
seminal presentation
presentation of the distinction
distinction between what
what have since come
In her
fit", Anscombe
Anscombe described
described a man
man going
"directions of fit",
widely to be called two "directions
listing
by
a
private
detective
being
tailed
shopping
with
a
shopping
tailed
private
detective
listing the
the
list
while
shoppingwith shopping
man's purchases,
purchases, and
and asked
asked what
what distinguishes
distinguishes the
the shopping
shopping list from
from the
the detecdetecman's
answered the
the question
question thus:
thus:
tive's list. She answered
precisely this:
this: if the
the list and
and the
the things
things that
that the
the man
man actually
actually buys
buys do
It is precisely
alone constitutes
this and
and this
this alone
constitutes a mistake,
mistake, then
then the
the misnot agree,
agree, and
and if this
not
whereas if the
the
take is not
not in the
the list but
but in the
the man's
man's performance
performance (...)
( ... ) whereas
take
agree,then
detective's record
record and
and what
what the
the man
man actually
actually buys
buys do not
not agree,
then the
the
detective's
mistake is in the
the record.
record. (Anscombe,
(Anscombe, 1957, p.
p. 56)
mistake
as
The "direction
fit" terminology
terminology actually
actually antedates
antedates Anscombe's
Anscombe's monograph,
monograph, as
The
"directionof fit"
she
we'll see in a moment,
moment, though
though not
not for
for marking
marking quite
the distinction
which she
distinctionto which
quite the
from
this capacity,
may quote
quote from
its use in this
drew attention;
capacity, we may
for a nice example
example of its
drew
attention;for
Mark
Platts
MarkPlatts
direction of
fit of mental
mental states
the
The distinction
distinction is in terms
terms of the
states to the
offit
The
the direction
the
their being
true is their
their fitting
fitting the
world.
being true,
being true
at being
true, and
and their
aim at
world. Beliefs aim
shouldbe
be
in a belief,
andfalse
false beliefs
beliefs should
world;
belief, and
decisive failing
failing in
world;falsity
falsity is a decisive
with the
not vice
discarded;
should be changed
the world,
world, not
changed to fit with
discarded; beliefs should
versa.
fitting
theirrealization
the world
worldfitting
realizationis the
realization,and
andtheir
aim at
at realization,
versa.Desires
Desires aim
not realised
realised
contentof a desire
desire is not
thatthe
the indicative
indicativecontent
with
fact that
with them;
them;the
the fact
to
in
world is not
not yet a failing
and not
not yet any
any reason
reason to
desire, and
in the
the world
failing in
in the
the desire,
with our
our
discard
the world,
should be changed
changedto fit with
discardthe
the desire;
world, crudely,
crudely,should
desire;the
desires,
not vice versa.
versa. (Platts,
1979, p.
p. 257)
(Platts, 1979,
desires, not
the
Smith adds
adds the
Having
from Platts,
Michael Smith
the above
above passage
Platts, Michael
passage from
quoted the
Having himself quoted
following
reflections:
furtherreflections:
following further

in terms
termsof direction
directionof fit
fit
For
betweenbeliefs
beliefs and
anddesires
desiresin
Forthe
differencebetween
the difference
counterfactualdependence
comes
between the
the counterfactual
difference between
dependenceof
comes down
down to
to aa difference
aa belief and
thatnot
not p:
thatp, on
on aa perception
desire that
roughly,aa belief
and aa desire
p: roughly,
perceptionthat
in the
that
out of existence
existence in
the presence
thattends
tendsto
to go out
perpresenceof aa perthatp is aa state
statethat
to endure,
ception
tendsto
thatpp is aa state
statethat
thattends
whereasaa desire
desirethat
endure,
thatnot
notp, whereas
ception that
thatp. Thus,
disposing
in that
to bring
about that
that state
state to
may
Thus, we may
bringit about
subjectin
disposing aa subject
kinds of
that different
different kinds
and desires
desires require
say,
attributionsof beliefs and
require that
say, attributions
We
to whom
whom they
are attributed.
attributed.We
counterfactuals
trueof the
the subjects
aretrue
they are
subjectsto
counterfactualsare
in their
directionof fit
fit is.
is. (Smith,
may
theirdirection
is what
whataa difference
differencein
thatthis
this is
(Smith,
may say
say that
1987,p.54)
1987, p. 54)
Mind,
Vol. 101
101 . 401. January 1992
Mind, Vol.

? Oxford University Press
1992
Press 1992
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quotations help
help us in their
their different
different ways to lightupon
upon a single and
and apparently
apparently
These quotations
significant distinction,
distinction, which
which for
for the moment
moment we may
may take
take to be understood
understood and
and
significant
familiar. In the following section, its significance
significance will be illustrated
illustrated by
indeed familiar.
examples of
of its application.
application. After
After that,
that, we will return
return to the
the passages
passages quoted
quoted above
above
examples
and
assess
their
characterizations
the
distinction
(§3),
commenting
well
as
commenting
as
(?3),
of
the
distinction
characterizations
their
and
on some other
other suggestions.
suggestions. In ?4
§4 we present
present tentatively
tentatively a positive proposal,
proposal, distaken
of
an
idea
criticisms of these
these suggestions,
suggestions, with
with the aid
aid an
taken from
from J.
J.
tilled out of criticisms
O. Urmson.
Urmson. The interest
interest throughout
throughout is on saying,
saying, clearly
clearly and
and non-metaphorically,
non-metaphorically,
0.
and in what
what difference
difference in respect
respect of direction
direction of fit consists.
consists.
what direction
direction of fit is, and
what
terminology to mark
mark the
the distinction.
distinction. Searle
Searle
It will be useful to have some terminology
acts. He distindistinapplies the distinction
distinction to effect a taxonomy
taxonomy of speech acts.
(1979) applies
guishes the
the two directions
directions of fit,
fit, for
for this
this application,
application, as
as the
the words-to-world
words-to-world direcdirecguishes
tion (statements,
(statements, predictions,
predictions, etc.) and
and the
the world-to-words
world-to-words direction
direction (commands,
(commands,
tion
promises, etc.).'
etc.).l Since we will be interested
interested mainly
mainly in the
the distinction
distinction as
as it applies
applies
promises,
propositional attitudes,
attitudes, or mental
mental states,
rather than
than to (putative)
(putative) expressions
expressions
states, rather
to propositional
could reach
thereof, this
this terminology
terminology is too specifically
reach
Obviously one could
linguistic. Obviously
specifically linguistic.
thereof,
example, theoretical
for
familiar dichotomy
dichotomy and
and press
press it into
into service-for
theoretical
service-for example,
for some familiar
practical, or
or cognitive
cognitive vs. conative-but
conative-but each
each such
with its
contrastcomes with
such contrast
vs. practical,
afresh.
seems preferable
potentially distracting
distracting associations,
associations, and
and it seems
preferable to start
start afresh.
own potentially
and telic
telic directhetic and
Accordingly
proposed terminology
the thetic
direcdistinguishthe
terminologywill distinguish
Accordinglymy proposed
world-totions of fit,
and world-tofit, as generalizations
words-to-world and
the linguistic
linguistic words-to-world
tions
generalizations of the
words
directions, respectively.2
respectively.2
words directions,
"direction
arenathat
thatthe
the phrase
It was,
incidentally,
propos of the
phrase "direction
linguistic arena
the linguistic
a'propos
was, incidentally,a
of
acts
involving
speech acts involving
of fit"
was first
first used:
used: namely
namely in Austin's
Austin's study
study (1953) speech
fit" was
different
predication. His
fit was
was quite
quite different
in respect
directionof fit
respectof direction
His use
use of a contrast
contrastin
predication.
to putaputasince it pertained
pertainedto
above, since
from
applicationsabove,
linguistic applications
describedas
as linguistic
from those
those described
directhe thetic
thetic direc.tively
our terms,
having the
all of them,
terms, having
them, in our
acts, all
speech acts,
fact-statingspeech
tively fact-stating
3 The
the present,
to mark
markthe
present,telicl
use of the
tion
direction-of-fitterminology
terminologyto
fit.3
The use
the direction-of-fit
telic/
tion of fit.
1 Compare also the direction-of-fit
1
based explication
the subjunctive/indicative
subjunctive/indicativeconexplicationof the
Comparealso the direction-of-fitbased
in §4.
?4.
trast
brief appearance
appearancebelow in
make aa brief
subjunctivitywill make
in James
James(1986);
(1986); subjunctivity
trastin
to
are used
used to
22 In
"mind-to-world"are
and"mind-to-world"
"world-to-mind"and
appellations"world-to-mind"
In Searle
the appellations
Searle (1983) the
preare pre"telic"are
and "telic"
"Thetic"and
mark
distinction."Thetic"
the distinction.
version of the
non-linguistic,version
present,non-linguistic,
markthe
the present,
in
incidentally,in
be found,
found, incidentally,
may be
ferred
adjectives may
brevity;these
these adjectives
groundsof brevity;
here partly
on grounds
partlyon
ferredhere
here
technicalusage
the
theirproposed
usage here
proposedtechnical
too inappropriate
inappropriatetheir
renderingtoo
not rendering
with senses
senses not
OED, with
the OED,
"be"
as in
in "be"
with"e"
"e"as
(though
bothcases,
in both
cases, with
for aa pronunciation,
pronunciation,in
wouldbe for
own preference
preferencewould
my own
(thoughmy
have
aside, II have
brevity aside,
Actually, brevity
rather
in "bed").
"bed").Actually,
recommendation-as in
OED's recommendation-as
than-the OED's
ratherthan-the
in
difficulty in
namely aa difficulty
another
proposals,namely
Searle'sterminological
terminologicalproposals,
for not
not following
following Searle's
reasonfor
anotherreason
than
ratherthan
"mind-to-fit-world",rather
remembering
abbreviates"mind-to-fit-world",
"mind-to-world"abbreviates
that "mind-to-world"
always that
rememberingalways
is how
how
which is
alluding
which
"from-mind-to-world",
causation"from-mind-to-world",
directionof causation
characteristicdirection
to the
the characteristic
alludingto
invariably-see
I naturally
not invariably-see
(thoughnot
typically (though
which picks
out typically
picks out
but which
the phrase,
phrase,but
interpretthe
naturallyinterpret
122).
pp. 97, 122).
(1979, pp.
in Searle
Searle(1979,
§3.3)
noted in
fit-as noted
directionof fit-as
the reverse
reversedirection
precisely the
?3.3) precisely
distincis as
as close to
to Austin's
Austin'sdistincfit is
33 Indeed,
directionsof fit
betweendirections
distinctionbetween
presentdistinction
the present
Indeed,the
the
with the
he contrasts
contrastswith
tion
which distinction
distinctionhe
match",which
he calls
calls "onus
"onus of match",
in respect
what he
tion in
respect of what
distinction
distinction
thedistinction
fact itit is grasping
graspingthe
fit. (In
(Infact
he calls)
directionof fit.
in respect
calls) direction
(whathe
respectof (what
distinctionin
between
so challenging.)
challenging.)
which makes
makesAustin's
Austin's paper
paperso
distinctionswhich
'thesedistinctions
betweenthese
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thetic distinction,
distinction, as
as illustrated
illustrated by
by our
our second
thetic
second and
and third
third opening
opening quotations,
quotations,
seems to
to have
have gained
gainedcurrency
currencyin
in the
the first
firstten
ten years
yearsafter
afterAnscombe's
Anscombe'smonograph
monograph
seems
appeared,sufficiently
sufficientlyso that
thatby
by 1966
1966 Bernard
BernardWilliams
Williamswas
appeared,
was writing
writingof "the
"theline
line
betweendiscourse
discoursewhich
which (to
(to use
use aa now
now familiar
familiarformula)
formula)has
has to
to fit
fit the
between
the world,
world,and
and
discoursewhich
which the
the world
world has
has to
to fit"
fit" (Williams
(Williams 1966).
1966). As already
discourse
alreadyremarked,
remarked,our
our
interestwill not
not be so much
much in
in types
types of discourse
discourse as
as in
in the
the typology
typology of the
the attiattiinterest
tudes such
such discourse
discourseexpresses.
expresses.
tudes

2. Applications
Applications
Let us
us consider-by
consider-by way
way of reminder-some
reminder-some ways
Let
ways in which
which the
the thetic/telic
thetic/telic disdistinction comes
comes to
to our
our attention.
attention.The
tinction
The examples
examples mentioned
mentionedare
are drawn
drawnfrom
from these
these
areas:the
the theory
areas:
theory of motivation,
the ethics
ethics of belief,
motivation,the
the analysis
belief, the
analysis of knowledge,
knowledge,
and the
the doctrine
doctrineof double
double effect.
effect.
and
Theoryof Motivation.
2.1 Theory
Motivation.
Platts and
and Smith
Smith were
were addressing,
addressing,in the
the discussions
from which
Platts
discussions from
which the
the quotations
quotations
were drawn,
drawn,the
the question
question of whether
whetherthe
the mere
mere possession
in §?1 were
possession of aa belief could
could
motivate
its
to
A
motivate possessor
possessor action.
action. negative
negative answer
this question
core
answerto this
questionforms
formsthe
the core
of Smith's "Humean"
"Humean"theory
theory of motivation,
motivation, and
and his main
argument for
main argument
for that
that
answer turns
turnson the
answer
the observation
motivated to procure
that outobservationthat
that to be motivated
or that
procurethis
this or
outcome is to have
which is precisely,
precisely, in our
terminology, to
to be in a
have a certain
certain goal, which
our terminology,
state
with the
Thus the
fit. Thus
the only way
way the
the mere
holding of a belief
state with
the telic
telic direction
direction of fit.
mere holding
could motivate
motivate its holder
holder to action
action would
would be if that
that state
state also had
had a thetic
thetic direction
direction
of fit.
state could
fit. But Smith
Smith argues
argues that
that no state
could have
have both
both directions
directions of fit,
fit, in view of
the
the difference
difference between
between the
the characteristic
characteristic features
features of the
the two directions
directions (as
(as outoutlined
? 1).
lined in the
the quotation
quotation in §1).
It
It would
would not
not be appropriate
appropriate here
here to enter
enter the
the debate
debate between
between those
those who,
who, like
Smith, support
support (what
(what he calls) the
the Humean
Humean view and
and those
those who, like Platts,
Platts, have
have
Smith,
the roles
roles the
the
opposed it. Our
Our main
main concern
concern is after
after all to draw
draw attention
attention to some of the
opposed
thetic/telic distinction
distinction has
has played
played in recent
recent philosophical
philosophical discussion,
discussion, so that
that the
the
thetic/telic
importance
clarifying the
the distinction
distinction will be evident.
evident. However,
However, it is germane
germane
importance of clarifying
to this
propos of the
the motimotithis more
more general
general project
project to register
register an
an observation
observation made
made ait propos
vation
vation debate
debate by Philip
Philip Pettit
Pettit (1987), and
and developed
developed by Huw
Huw Price
Price (1989). This
This
observation is that
that one may
may concede to Smith
Smith the
the claim that
that no propositional
propositional attiattiobservation
tude
tude can
can have
have opposite
opposite directions
directions of fit in respect
respect of its propositional
propositional object,
object, withwithout being forced
forced to deny,
deny, for
for example,
example, that
that desires
desires are
are beliefs.4
beliefs.4 For
For the
the concession
means
that p; not that,
that, for
for
means only, for this
this case, that
that a desire
desire that
that p isn't a belief that
that q, for some distinct
distinct proposition
proposition q (as
example, a desire
desire that
that p is not a belief that
example,
44 Whether
Whether this
this concession
concession should
should be
be made,
made, the
the present
present ad hominem
hominem context
context aside,
aside, is
another
's that
another matter.
matter. What
What about
about that
that attitude
attitude defined
defined by
by saying
saying that
that one
one O
I/J's
that p iff one
one both
both
believes
(compare: being
being glad
glad that
that p).
p).
believes and
and desires
desires that
that p (compare:
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it might
might be:
be: the
the proposition
propositionthat
thatit is, in some
some suitably
suitablyattenuated
attenuatedsense,
sense, desirable
desirable
thatp).5
thatp).5
2.2 Ethics
Ethics of Belief.
Belief.
This
This heading
heading is intended
intendedto
to recall'such
recall such discussions
discussions as
as that
that of Williams
Williams (1970) of
the propriety
deciding-for whatever
whatever reasons
reasons (not
(not bearing
bearing on its
its truth)-to
truth)-to
the
propriety of deciding-for
adopta belief-an
belief-an obvious
obvious place
invoke the
the thetic/telic
thetic/telicdistinction.
distinction.The
The sentisentiadopt
place to invoke
mentthat
thatsuch
such a procedure
procedureis manifestly
manifestlyimproper
improperis articulated
articulatedby drawing
drawingattenattenment
tion
the fact
because, say,
tion to the
fact that
thata belief adopted
its comforting
the
adoptedbecause,
say, of its
comfortingeffect on the
,believer,
is
a
belief
adopted
in
flagrant
disrespect
for
the
idea
that,
in
belief,
the
believer,
adopted flagrantdisrespectfor the idea that,
the
the respect
subject's
state of mind
mind is supposed
match the
the way
the world
world is in the
subject's state
supposedto match
way the
respect
of the
the subject
subjectmatter
matterof the
the belief. (In
(In §4
?4 below, some effort
effort will be made,
made, howhowfrom those
the
ever,
play in much
ever, to distance
distancedirection-of-fit
direction-of-fitconsiderations
considerationsfrom
those in play
much of the
ethics
ethics of belief literature.)
literature.)
2.3
of Knowledge.
2.3 Analysis
Analysis of
Knowledge.

One
One early
Gettier's counterexamples
the lustified-True-Belief
Justified-True-Belief
early response
response to Gettier's
counterexamples to the
analysis
the idea
idea of explicitly
the case in which
which the
the
was the
analysis of knowledge
knowledge was
explicitly excluding
excluding the
justified believer
believer comes by a belief that
the circumstances
circumstances"just
justified
thatin the
happens"to be
"justhappens"
true, the
justification notwithstanding.
the recent
recent history
the justification
While the
true,
notwithstanding.While
history of epistemology
epistemology
abounds
abounds with
with analyses
rule out
such cases without
out in
analyses attempting
attemptingto rule
out such
without ruling
ruling out
of
the
genuine
article,
our
purposes
here
are
served
by
citing
addition
cases
addition
the genuine article, our purposeshere are served citing the
the
very
very direct
directresponse
responsePeter
PeterUnger
Ungeronce suggested.
suggested.Simply
Simply say,
say, by way of analysis,
analysis,
that one knows
that
knows that
thatp iff it is not
not at
at all
all accidental
accidentalthat
thatone is right
aboutits
its being
right about
being
p.6 Consider
the
the case that
thatp.6
Considerthe
the case of a subject,
the future
subject,S, whose beliefs about
aboutthe
future
are
aremonitored
monitoredby a supernatural
supernaturalbeing
being who,
who, taking
taking(for
(for whatever
whateverreason)
reason)aa special
special
interest
interestin minimizing
minimizingfalsity
falsity amongst
amongstS's beliefs, intervenes
intervenesin the
the course
course of history
as to make
make these
these future-oriented
future-orientedbeliefs of S true.
not suptrue.Note that
thatwe do
do not
tory so as
supon. It does
does not
not seem
seem
pose that
thatS has
has the
the slightest
thatthis
this is what
what is going on.
slightestinkling
inkling that
correct
correctto say
for example,
Islam will be the
the state
state relirelithatS, who believes, for
that Islam
say that
example, that
gion of a United
the year
this to be the
the case, even though
United Europe
knowsthis
Europeby the
year 2100, knows
though
it is not
The trouble
the nonnonthat S's belief here
here is true.
true.The
troubleis that
that the
not at
at all
all accidental
accidentalthat
accidentality
the world
world to
to S's mental
mentalstate
staterather
ratherthan
thanin
accidentalitypertains
pertainsto a matching
matchingof the
7
the
the converse
converse direction
directionthat
thatbefits
befits a thetic
thetic attitude.
attitude.7
55 On
ignoringit, it is possihere, see Humberstone
Humberstone(1987);
(1987); by ignoring
On the
the need
need for
for attenuati'on
attenuationhere,
ble to make
for example
example note
note 44 of Smith
Smith
for the
the present
presentsuggestion-see
suggestion-see for
make spurious
spurioustrouble
troublefor
(1987), which
objection.
discussion anticipating
anticipatingthe
the Pettit-Price
Pettit-Priceobjection.
which is appended
appendedto a discussion
6 See Unger
159) "In
"In my
my analysis
analysis of
way of clarification,
clarification,Unger
Unger adds
adds (p.
(p. 159)
Unger (1968). By way
claimed, not
not regarding
regarding
absence of the
the accidental
accidentalis claimed,
human
human factual
factualknowledge,
knowledge, a complete
complete absence
the occurrence
nor regarding
existence or
or abilities
abilitiesof the
the
the fact
fact known
knownnor
regardingthe
the existence
the
occurrenceor
or existence
existence of the
the man
man and
and the
the fact".
fact".
regardsaa certain.
certainrelation
relationconcerning
concerningthe
main
main who knows,
knows, but
but only as
as regards
77 Of course
as in Goldman
Goldman(1967),
non-accidentalityin causal
causal terms,
terms, as
course by cashing
cashing out
out non-accidentality
for
can eliminate
eliminatethe
the problem
problem noted
noted here.
here.
directionof causation
causationcan
for example,
example, attention
attentionto the
the direction
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2.4 Doctrine
Doctrine of
of Double Effect.
Effect.
According
According to the
the proponents
proponents of this
this doctrine,
doctrine, the
the badness
badness of intended
intended consequences
actions (whether
or intended
quences of actions
(whetherintended
intendedsimpliciter,
simpliciter,or
intendedas
as means
means to some
furtherend)
end) can
can make
make an
an acti~n
action wrong
wrong in circumstances
circumstancesin'which
in-whicha similar
similarbadfurther
badness of consequences
ness
consequencesmerely
merely foreseen
foreseen and
and not
not intended
intendedwould
would not.
not. Opponents
Opponentsof
the
the doctrine
doctrineare
are sceptical
scepticalabout
abouthow this
this difference
differencein respect
respectof an
an agent's
agent'sproppropositionalattitudes
attitudescould
could possibly
have the
the repercussions
repercussionsclaimed
claimed for
for the
the morality
morality
ositional
possibly have
that agent's
agent's conduct.
conduct.The
The attitudes
attitudesconcerned
concerneddiffer
differ in respect
respect of direction
directionof
of that
fit,
since foresight
fit, since
foresight is thetically
thetically directed
directedand
and intention
intentionis telically
telically directed.
directed.From
From
this
perspective, we can
this perspective,
can put
the doctrine's
that
put one aspect
aspect of the
doctrine's appeal
appeal by saying
saying that
what is especially
problematic about
what
especially problematic
aboutusing
using evil means
means to
to achieve
achieve good results
results as
as
against
ensue either
or as
that bad
bad consequences
either as
as side-effects
side-effects or
as
against foreseeing
foreseeing that
consequences will ensue
after-effects
one's conduct,
the telic
telic direction
after-effectsof one's
thatthe
directionof fit is inherently
conduct,is that
inherentlysubject
subject
to moral
The badness
sitmoralconstraints
constraintsin a way
thatthe
the thetic
thetic direction
directionis not.
not. The
badnessof a sitway that
uation
for not
not getting
one's beliefs to fit the
the world
world
uationprovides
reason whatever
whateverfor
provides no reason
getting one's
in respect
provides every
respectof its
its obtaining,
obtaining,whereas
whereasthe
the badness
badnessof aa situation
situationprovides
every reareason for
for not
the world
desire that
thatit obtain.
obtain.
not fitting
fitting the
world to one's desire

3. Attempts
Attempts to
to characterize
characterizethe
the distinction
distinction
3.1 Smith's
Smith'sCharacterization.
Characterization.
Recall
Recall that
thataccording
accordingto Smith
Smith a belief that
thatp is (roughly)
(roughly)"a
"a state
statethat
thattends
tends to go
out
perception that
out of existence
existence in the
the presence
presence of a perception
thatnot
not p, whereas
whereas a desire
desire that
that
that state
state to bring
about
p is a state
state that
thattends
tends to endure,
endure,disposing
disposing a subject
subjectin that
bringit about
that
p". 8 There
Thereare
the "perception
locution here.
thatp".8
are two ways
that"locution
here. I
ways of interpreting
interpretingthe
"perceptionthat"
will argue
that if this
this phrase
read (as
most naturally
would be) as
as meaning
argue that
phraseis read
(as it most
naturallywould
meaning
"belief
"belief that",
the characterization
that",the
characterizationis vulnerable
vulnerableto a certain
certainobjection,
called
objection,to be called
the
the mutatis
the phrase
read non-doxastically,
mutatismutandis
mutandisobjection,
whereas if the
objection, whereas
phrase is read
non-doxastically,
the
not meet
the characterization
characterizationdoes
does not
meet a plausible
plausiblerequirement
requirementof universality.
universality.
On
problem with
firstinterpretation,
with the
the characterization,
as an
an attempt
On the
the first
the problem
interpretation,the
characterization,as
attempt
to explicate the
the distinction
distinction between the two directions
directions of fit, arises
arises over its
employment,
what is said
perception. Since it
the concept
said about
about belief, of the
employment,in what
concept of perception.
would
referenceto a "perception
thatnot p" as
as sperestrictiveto count
count the
the reference
would be too restrictive
"perceptionthat
specifically to sensory
this phrase:
shouldunderstand
understandby this
sensoryperception,
perc'eption,we should
phrase:a coming
coming to
perhaps, since "perceive
factive construction:
construction:a
believe that
Or perhaps,
that"is a factive
that not
not p. Or
"perceivethat"
Whicheverre~ding
clear that
that we are
are
coming
know that
that not p. Whichever
coming to know
rea,dingis chosen,
chosen, it is clear
here
reference to states
states with
with the
the thetic
thetic
here explicating
the thetic
thetic direction
direction of fit by reference
explicating the
that"to allude
allude to
direction.
took the
the "perceive"
direction.Indeed,
Indeed, even if we took
"perceive"in "perceive
"perceivethat"
In
directionof fit
fit in
in tenns
terms
the idea
idea of explicating
explicatingdirection
dissatisfactionwith
with the
In §3.3
?3.3 we will express
express dissatisfaction
of causal-direction.
causal-direction.
8 Compare
"If the
in the
final footnote
Braithwaite(1947):
the
(1947): "If
E. S. Russell,
as quoted
the final
footnote of Braithwaite
Russell, as
quotedin
CompareE.
goal
persists".
action usually
usually persists".
goal is not
not reached,
reached,action
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genuine
perception, the
genuine (i.e. specifically
specifically sensory)
sensory) perception,
the point
point would
would remain
remainthat
thatthis
this is
a thetic
propositional attitude.
thetic propositional
attitude.
It is true
true that,
that,whereas
whereasthe
the explicandum
explicandumis aa belief that
thatp, the
the explication
explicationis in
terms
termsof the
the hypothetical
hypotheticaladoption
adoptionof a belief that
thatnot
notp, but
but this
this makes
makes no differdifferthe present
presentpoint.
point. No asymmetry
asymmetryhas
has been
been characterized
characterizedby the
the observaobservaence to the
tion
tion that
that whereas
whereas a belief that
thatp tends
tends to disappear
disappearon the
the acquisition
acquisitionof aa belief
that
persist on the
thatnot p, a desire
desire that
thatp does tend
tend instead
insteadto persist
the acquisition
acquisitionof aa belief
that
that not
To disclose
not p. To
disclose an
an asymmetry,
asymmetry,all
all the
the relevant
relevantmutanda
mutandamust
must be mutated.
mutated.
The
The quoted
quotedpassage
passage itself conceals
conceals its
its vulnerability
vulnerabilityto this
this objection
objectionby the
the use of
the
which may
the phrase
phrase"perception
"perceptionthat
thatnot p" which
may convey the
the (deceptive)
(deceptive) appearance
appearance
of being
being neutral
with respect
thus
neutralwith
respectto the
the distinction
distinctionbetween
between directions
directionsof fit,
fit, and
and thus
legitimately
legitimately available
available as
as a fixed
fixed ("unmutated")
("unmutated")constituent
constituentin the
the explication
explication of
the
the asymmetry.
asymmetry.
It is important
importantnot
not to misconstrue
misconstruethe
the dissatisfaction
dissatisfactionwith
with Smith's
Smith'scharacterizacharacterization
point has
tion here
here expressed.
the point
has nothing
with the
the truth
truthof (his
expressed.Obviously
Obviously the
nothing to do with
(his
form
beliefs ... , desires---;
the claim
form of) the
claim that
thatwhereas
whereasbeliefs...,
desires---;nor,
nor,perhaps
perhapsless obviously,
obviously,
is it a circularity
The worry
circularityobjection
objectionthat
thatis being
being urged.
urged.The
worryis not
not that
thatsome
some wouldwouldfails in virtue
virtueof employing,
that
be analysis
analysis of the
the concept
concept of belief fails
employing, in disguise,
disguise, that
9 The
very
being offered.
very concept;
concept;for
for clearly
clearly no
no such
such analysis
analysis was
was being
offered.9
The point
point is rather
rather
that you
analogy between
between the
that
cannotinformatively
fundamentaldis
the
you cannot
informativelycharacterize
characterizea fundamental
disanalogy
ways
which beliefs and
theirobjects
ways in which
and desires
desires relate
relate to their
objects by contrasting
contrastingthem
them in a
respect itself specified
respect
specified by reference
referenceto one
one of those
those two
two ways.
ways. It's
It's as
as if one were
were
between men
men and
women
to suggest
suggest that
that there
there is the
the following
following deep
deep asymmetry
asymmetrybetween
and women
as
as regards
whereasa heterosexual
heterosexualman
regardssexuality:
sexuality:whereas
man will not be sexually
sexually attracted
attractedto
males,
heterosexualwoman
woman will be.
be. A type
similar objecmales, a heterosexual
type of example
example raising
raising similar
objections
tions will be familiar
familiarto many
between space
many readers,
readers,viz.,
viz., alleged
alleged asymmetries
asymmetriesbetween
space
.and
andtime.
For instance,
can be in the
same place
time. For
claimed that
thatan
an object
the same
at two
instance,it is claimed
objectcan
place at
different
differenttimes
times but
but not
not at
at two different
differentplaces
the same
same time.
places at
at the
time. It
It is then
then replied
replied
that
certhatthere
thereis a tacit
tacit "wholly"
the latter
lattercase,
an object
can cer"wholly"understood
understoodin the
case, since an
object can
tainly
partly in one place
partly in another
when
and partly
anotherat
at a given time,
and that
thatwhen
tainly be partly
place and
time, and
we look at
particular spatial
find the
the
the temporal
this particular
at the
temporalanalogue
analogueof this
spatial"wholly",
"wholly",we find
asymmetry
analogy-claim
Garson 1971).
asymmetrydisappears
disappears(see Garson
1971). Again,
Again, a premature
prematuredis
disanalogy-claim
resulted
more about
this mutatis
mutatis
little more
about this
from an
an unnoticed
unnoticed mutandum
mutandum(we say
resulted from
say a little
mutandis
mutandisstyle of objection
objectionin §3.2).
?3.2).
We
the
We turn
the second
second-interpretation
Smith's talk
turnto the
talk of perception,
interpretationof Smith's
perception,taking
taking the
subject's
more than
its perceptually
thatnot p to amount
amountto
to no more
thanits
subject'sperceiving
perceivingthat
perceptuallyappearappearing to the
this is related
that mayor
the subject
that not
not p, where
where this
relatedto any
subjectthat
any belief that
may or may
may
nor be formed
belief.lo This
This corresponds
narrowververas the
the ground
the narrow
nor
formedas
groundof that
thatbelief.'0
correspondsto the
99 Contrast
in Mayo
Mayo (1967,
ContrastMayo's
Mayo's criticism
criticismof Schiller
Schiller in

p. 148).
p.
148).

10 1I benefit,
benefit, here
explafromMichael
MichaelSmith's
Smith'sown explato follow, from
hereand
andin
in some
some formulations
formulations"to

10

this second
interpretation
nations
in mind
in his (1987);
thus this
second interpretation
what he actually
had in
mind in
(1987); thus
actuallyhad
nationsto me of what
the passage
passage in
in question.
question.
correctinterpretation
interpretationof the
the authorially
authoriallycorrect
is the

Directionof Fit
Direction
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sion of the
the first
first reading.
reading.More
More broadly,
broadly,the
the second
second reading
readingwould
would count
count as
as a perperthatnot p, any
any case in which
which it seems
seems to
to the
the subject
subjectthat
thatnot
notp, where
ceiving that
where this
this
phrase
understoodas
as not
not to entail
entail that
that a belief is formed
formedon the
the basis
basis of its
phrase is so understood
so seeming.
seeming. On
On this second (eading,
perceptions are
are merely
merely appearances
appearancesand
and
reading, perceptions
seemings,
and are
seemings, and
arenot
not associated
associatedspecifically
specifically with
with the
the thetic
thetic direction
directionof fit in the
the
unwanted way
unwanted
way of actually
actuallythemselves
themselves possessing
possessing that
thatdirection.
direction.Thus
Thus the
the mutatis
mutatis
mutandis objection
mutandis
objectionlapses.
lapses.
On
On the
the current
currentinterpretation,
interpretation,the
the need
need to
to talk
talk of talk
talk of states
statestending
tendingto go out
out
or to endure
existence or
endureon a perception
perceptionthat
thatnot
not p arises
arises from
from the
the feature
the
of existence
featureof the
present
presentinterpretation
interpretationthat
thatmakes
makes the
the mutatis
mutatismutandis
mutandisobjection
objectionno longer
longer appliapplicable.
perception non-doxasticable. That
Thatdifference
differenceis that
that we are
are now
now reading
readingtalk
talk of perception
non-doxastically:
seem or
or appear
understanding of those
cally: how things
things seem
appearto
to S,
S, on the
the current
currentweak
weak understanding
those
verbs,
verbs, need
need not
not be how
how S takes
takes things
things to be.
be. S may
may well take
take appearances
appearancesat
at face
face
value,
value, and
and come to believe on the
the basis
basis of those
those appearances,
appearances,that
that that
that is how
things
are.But S may
out of suspicion
the current
cirthingsare.
may suspend
suspendbelief, perhaps
perhapsout
suspicionthat
thatthe
currentcircumstances
or
cumstances are
are not conducive
conducive to reliable
reliable belief-formation,
belief-formation, or
or indeed
indeed retain
retain or
form
" The
form a belief that
thatthings
are not
not how
how they
seem in the
the respect
The
things are
they seem
respect in question.
question.II
talk
perceptions that
talk of a tendency
for beliefs that
thatp to disappear
thatnot
notp is aa way
tendencyfor
disappearon perceptions
way
the default
andthe
the special
of registering
defaultstatus
statusof taking
at face
face value
value and
registeringthe
takingappearances
appearancesat
special
or
or unusual
unusualnature
natureof the
the circumstances
circumstancesprompting
the other
other (suspension,
disbepromptingthe
(suspension, disbelief) responses.
responses.
Can
which direction
Can we, however,
contentwith
with an
thatin which
rest content
an account
accountof that
directionof fit
fit
however,rest
consists
consists which
which speaks
mere tendencies?
It is not
not just that
thatbelief,
speaks in this
this way
way of mere
tendencies?It
belief, as
as
has a certain
a type
certaincharacteristic
characteristicdirection
directionof fit-one
fit-one
type of propositional
propositionalattitude,
attitude,has
that
that we have
have baptized
"thetic"-one which
which it might
deemed to have
have on the
baptized "thetic"-one
might be deemed
the
basis of how its instances typically behave, the existence of a minority
minority of
seems rather
instances
behaving otherwise
instancesbehaving
otherwisenotwithstanding.
notwithstanding.It
It seems
ratherthat
thatevery
every individindividual
which itself has
ual case of believing
has the
the thetic
direction
believing is a case of attitudinizing
attitudinizingwhich
theticdirection
of fit.
fit. (Likewise
with wanting,
the telic
this is right,
(Likewise with
wanting,and
and the
telic direction.)
direction.)If this
right, we should
should
for an
look for
an account
account of direction
direction of fit which is universal
universal in the
the sense that
that it
addresses
addresses something
shared by all cases of belief (or
and
something shared
(or all cases of desire)
desire) and
locates
sharedfeature.
locates the
the theticity
theticityof belief (the
(the telicity
telicity of desire)
desire) in that
that shared
feature.
3.2 Platts'
Platts' andAnscombe's
and Anscombe'scharacterizations.
characterizations.
The
The objection
Smith's formulation,
as an
an
the first
first interpretation
objection in §3.1
?3.1 to the
interpretationof Smith's
formulation, as
between beliefs and
articulation
the difference
direction of fit between
and
articulationof the
difference in respect
respect of direction
desires, was that
thetic attitudes
attitudes
that it pointed
pointed to a difference between the way thetic
(beliefs
and the
the
other thetic
attitudes("perceptions"
that not
not p) and
thatp) related
relatedto other
thetic attitudes
(beliefs that
("perceptions"that
way telic attitudes
to those
those other
thetic (again)
attitudes.An obviously
attitudesrelated
related to
other thetic
(again) attitudes.
obviously
the big difference
that the
cruder
cruder way of making this mistake would be to say that
between beliefs and
between
desires is that
whereas a belief that
that p is a belief that
thatp, a
and desires
that whereas
desire
that p is not a belief that
We would
the-as I put
it-unmutated
thatp. We
desire that
would like the-as
put it-unmutated
I In
with
II
in Peacocke
Peacocke (1983) with
elegantly treated
treatedin
mattersare
are elegantly
case, these
these matters
In the
the perceptual
perceptualcase,
violin
the concept
l'oeil violin
example (p. 6) of
of the trompe l'oeil
of representational
representational content; see his example
concept of
painting.
painting.
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second
something
second reference
reference to beliefs to be either
either mutated
mutatedor
or else replaced
replaced by something
the
neutral
neutral with
with respect
respect to the
the terms
terms of the
the disanalogy.
disanalogy. If in Smith's
Smith's case it is the
constancy
of
this
allusion
to
the
thetic
direction
which
thwarts
the
project,
one's
project,
one's
constancy this allusion the thetic directionwhich thwartsthe
first
reaction to Platts'
constancy of
first reaction
Platts' discussion
discussion is that
that here
here the
the problem
problemis "fn
in the
the constancy
the
passage quoted
1, "false
should
the telic direction.
direction.According
According to the
the passage
quoted in §?1,
"false beliefs should
whereas, "the
"the
be discarded;
discarded;beliefs should
should be changed
changed to fit with
with the
the world",
world", whereas,
constant eleworld,
world, crudely,
crudely, should
should be changed
changed to fit with
with our
our desires"P
desires".'2The
The constant
ment
ment across
the "should",
this does
does not
not make
make a referreferacross the
the contrast
contrastis the
"should",and
and while this
ence to a telic propositional
propositional attitude
assertion is to
attitude the
the upshot
upshot of the
the whole assertion
(purport
this without
such an
an attitude.
attitude.(We
can say
withoutcommitment
commitmentto a
(purportto)
to) express
express such
(We can
say this
particularkind
kind
non-cognitivist-e.g., emotivist-metaethics.)
emotivist-metaethics.) Let
Let us
us see if this
this particular
non-cognitivist-e.g.,
of "failure
"failureto mutate"
mutate"is objectionable.
objectionable.
As just introduced,
Consider
introduced,the
the envisaged
envisaged objection
objectionsurely
surelycannot
cannotbe correct.
correct.Consider
any
the disanalogy
areinterested
the form:
form:whereas
whereastelic attiattiany account
accountof the
disanalogywe are
interestedin,
in, of the
tudes---,
... , the
being filled purely
the dashes
and dots
dots being
descriptively
tudes---, thetic
thetic attitudes
attitudes...,
dashes and
purely descriptively
(or
such a proposal
thatboth
both
could hardly
an objection
(or non-evaluatively).1t
non-evaluatively).It could
hardlybe an
objectionto such
proposalthat
halves of the
for the
there
halves
the "whereas"
"whereas"contrast
contrastare
are suitable
suitablefor
the expression
expressionof belief.
belief. So there
cannot
normative(or
evaluative)filling
filling
cannotbe such
such an
an objection
objectionwhen
when in each
each case a normative
(or evaluative)
expression
is provided,
provided, on the
the grounds
groundsthat
that here
here both
both halves
halves are
are suitable
suitablefor
for the
the expression
of a desire.
us imagine
which the
desire. Let
Let us
variationon Platts'
Platts'account
accountinto
into which
the concept
concept
imagine a variation
of desire
thenreturn
to his
his own account
accountin terms
termsof "ought".
"ought".
desireexplicitly
explicitly enters,
enters,and
andthen
returnto
One wants-so
wants-so the suggestion would run-one's
run-one's false beliefs to be abanabandoned,
does not want
want one's unsatisfied
unsatisfied desires
desires to be abandoned:
abandoned:
doned, whereas
whereas one does
rather one wants
Platts', recall)
recall)
rather
wants them
them to be satisfied.
satisfied. Now this
this suggestion
suggestion (not
(not Platts',
may
initially
appear
to
be
vulnerable
to
the
"failure-to-mutate"
objection
considvulnerable the "failure-to-mutate"
may initially appear
objectionconsidered
The fully
beliefs would
would
eredabove.
above.The
fully mutated
mutatedanalogue
analogueof wanting
wantingnot
not to have
have false
false beliefs
be believing
thatone's
one's desires
desires are
are satisfied,
and there
thereis neither
neitherany
any kind
kind of genbelieving that
satisfied, and
for this
which demands
this to be so, nor
nor any
conditionof rationality
demandsit.
it.
eral
eral tendency
tendencyfor
any condition
rationalitywhich
It is anything
but clear,
re-runthe
mutandis
anythingbut
clear, however,
however, that
thatthis
this attempt
attemptto re-run
the mutatis
mutatismutandis
objection
here a difference,
can work.
work. For
For there
thereis exposed
and one that
thatdeserves
deserves
objectioncan
exposed here
difference,and
regarded as
directionof fit,
between what
what we want
want
to be regarded
as a difference
differencein respect
respectof direction
fit, between
from our
beliefs. The
from our
our beliefs.
The "incomplete
mutation"
our desires
desires and
and what
what we want
wantfrom
from
"incompletemutation"
objection
notwithelement notwithnot touch
touch this
this formulation,
the retained
retained telic element
objection does not
formulation, the
between the
the contents
standing,
as one between
contents of
the asymmetry
claimed as
standing,since the
asymmetryis being
being claimed
the
our
than as
as one between
between the
attitudesrather
ratherthan
our (higher-order)
(higher-order)telic propositional
propositional attitudes
positive proposal
conditions
for our
conditionsfor
our having
certain(lower-order)
attitudes.(The
proposal
having certain
(lower-order)attitudes.
(The positive
sketched
background intentions,
terms of controlling
sketched in §4
intentions,will be of
?4 below, in terms
controllingbackground
this
follows. The
curIn more
more detail,
the contrast
contrastjust drawn
drawnis as
as follows.
The curthis general
generalform.)
form.) In
detail, the
from an
an attitude
an attitude
attitude
rent proposal
attitudetoward
towardbelievings
rent
thatwe distinguish
proposalis that
distinguishan
believings from
This is to be distinguished
(having
towardour
ourdesirings.
the same
same direction
directionof fit)
distinguished
(havingthe
fit) toward
desirings.This
12
12

Sfmilar
p. 8) and
and Smith
Smith (1988, p. 244).
Searle (1983, p.
appearin Searle
formulationsappear
Similarformulations
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from saying
saying that
that having
having a belief requires
requiresmeeting
meeting some condition,
condition, while for
for a
from
desire some
some different
differentcondition
condition is required.
required.The
The mutatis
mutatismutandis
mutandisobjection
objectionsets
sets
desire
for an
an account
accountof the
the latter
latterform
form when
when this
this difference
differenceis itself just a by-product
by -product
in for
of the
13 .'
the thetic/telic
thetic/telic contrast
contrastit w~s
supposedto illuminate.
illuminate.1'3
w,assupposed
Similarly,
Platts' own formulation
Similarly, returning
returningto Platts'
formulationin terms
terms of what
what should be
changed
changed to match
match what,
what, we have
have a constant
constant telic ingredient
ingredient in the
the normative
normative
vocabulary.
(Plattswould
would not
not himself agree
agree with
with this,
this, since the
the line he is defenddefendvocabulary. (Platts
ing is that
thatbeliefs about
about what
what should
should be are
are as
as straightforwardly
straightforwardlythetic
thetic in respect
respect
of direction
then we would
directionof fit;
fit; but
but then
would have
have aa constant
constantthetic
thetic ingredient.)
ingredient.)There
Thereis
obviously a problem
about all these
these "shoulds",
"shoulds",since the
the most
most straightforward
straightforward
obviously
problem about
way
interpretingthem
them is as
as moral
moral vocabulary.
vocabulary.Do we really
really agree,
agree, under
underthis
this
way of interpreting
interpretation,
interpretation,that,
that,as
as far
faras
as any
any desire
desireis concerned,
concerned,e.g., Hitler's
Hitler'sdesire
desireto reduce
reduce
the
population, the
should be changed
the Jewish
the world
the desire?
Jewish population,
world should
changedto fit the
desire?(Need
(Need even
the
brought into
the individual
at issue hold
hold that
thatthe
the world
worldought
into
individualwhose desire
desireis at
ought to be brought
with it?
it? Is
Is there
thereeven a primafacie
moral"should"?)
"should"?)We
We would
would prefer
prefera nornorline with
prima Jacie moral
mative
mative but
but non-moral
non-moralinterpretation.
interpretation.
The
The non-moral
here is very
out by AnsAnsnon-moralnormativity
normativityinvolved
involved here
very clearly
clearly brought
broughtout
in §?1, of the
combe's
For-concombe's use,
the passage
the concept
mistake.For--conuse, in the
passage quoted
quotedin
concept of a mistake,
centrating
can see that
that the
the concept
centrating on the
the thetic
thetic direction-we
direction-we can
concept of a mistaken
mistaken
belief is not
not just the
the concept
false belief,
belief. There
There is another
element involved
involved
concept of a false
anotherelement
here.
"I know
know the
the belief I held
here. Suppose
Suppose someone
someone said:
said: "I
held yesterday
yesterdayabout
aboutthe
the combination
the safe
safe in the
the office was
was false,
false, but
but what
what makes
makes you say
say it was
was a mismisbination of the
take?-You
were true".
take?-You are
are supposing
supposing I intended
intended only to have
have such
such beliefs as
as were
true".
Thereis a kind
kind of provisional
provisionalintelligibility
intelligibilityto
to this
this remark
remarkwhich
which should
shouldpersuade
persuade
There
The goal
us that
mistake when
when one thwarts
thwartsone's
one's own goals.
that one only makes
makes a mistake
goals. The
beliefs; it is not
here
which every
here is that
that of having
having only true
true beliefs;
not one which
every believer
believer (pos(possessing
the concept
share.Its
Its endorsement
endorsementis again
substantive
must share.
sessing the
concept of belief) must
again a substantive
position
in the
the way
the ethics
ethics of belief.
belief. Notoriously,
must be careful
careful in
position in the
Notoriously, we must
way we
make
non-endorsement, however.
room for
for its
its non-endorsement,
however.We
We need
need to avoid
the incoherence,
makeroom
avoid the
incoherence,
particular belief of
highlighted
the conceded
conceded falsity
highlightedby Mdore,
Moore, of holding
holding the
falsity of a particular
one's to be of no concern,
wernever intended
intendedto have
have only beliefs that
thatwerconcern,since one never
14 That
en't false.
the belief now
now
false.'4
That is why
the combination-lock
combination-lockcase just given, the
why in the
conceded
the previous
Even without
without
was taken
held on the
conceded to be false was
taken as
as one held
previous day.
day. Even
some
the incoherence
incoherenceonly arises
arises for
for some
such
thatthe
such a temporal
temporal"shift,
shift, however,
however, we see that
One might
particular belief cited as-possessed
particular
as,possessed in spite
spite of its falsity.
falsity. One
might very
very well
remain
some or other
other of one's present
unconcernedat
at the
the thought
that some
remain unconcerned
thought that
present beliefs
such false
false
to rooting
out such
were
were false,
and indeed
the prospect
false, and
indeed the
prospectof devoting
devoting oneself to
rooting out
I3 A more
13
precise formulation
hereof what
what
thanthat
thatgiven here
certainlybe-desirable
be desirablethan
formulationwould
would certainly
moreprecise
makes aa particular
under conconthe kind
kind of mutatis
mutatismutandis
mutandisobjection
accountvulnerable
vulnerableto the
objectionunder
makes
particularaccount
sideration;
suggestive for
for present
presentpurposes.
purposes.
sufficiently suggestive
the remarks
remarksoffered
offered will be sufficiently
hope the
sideration;I hope
ciran analysis
analysisvulnerable
vulnerableto cirwhatmakes
makes an
saying precisely
similardifficulty
difficulty in saying
(There
(Thereis.
is.a similar
precisely what
cularity objections.)
objections.)
14 See Sorensen
example is
study; the
the above
above example
contemporarystudy;
chapter I,
1, for
for a contemporary
Sorensen (1988), chapter
(This termiterniwhat
omissivelyMoore-paradoxical.
Moore-paradoxical.(This
ratherthan
thanomissively
calls commissively,
commissively,rather
whatSorensen
Sorensencalls
nology
noted in J.
J. N. Williams
Williams (1979).)
distinctionnoted
nology marks
marksaa distinction
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beliefs at
at all
all costs
costs rather
ratherthan
thangetting
getting on with
with the
the rest
rest of one's
one's life seems
seems itself to
be more
more than
thanfaintly
faintly irrational.
irrational.
These considerations,
considerations,however,
however, do
do not
perhapsserve
serve to rebut
the charge
chargethat
that
These
not perhaps
r~,lJut the
false belief one does
does make
make a mistake.
mistake.Set aside
aside the
the general
generalaim-not,
aim-not,
in holding
holding a false
if the
the above
above is correct,
correct,obligatorily
obligatorilypossessed-of
possessed-of believing
believing only truths,
truths,and
andconconsider a believer's
aims in respect
respectof the
the single belief in question.
question.Are
Are these
these aims
aims
sider
believer's aims
not
not that
that this
this state
state of mind
mind should
should be responsive
responsive to the
the way
way the
the world
world is?
is? Is
Is this,
this,
at
not required
proposition-by-proposition, for
at least,
least, not
requiredproposition-by-proposition,
for belief?
belief? We
We have
have returned
returnedto
the point
from the
the
point from
the end
end of our
our discussion
discussion of Platts,
Platts,that
thatthe
the thetic
thetic direction
directionof fit
fit is
specifically that
that we want
want (or
(or "aim
"aim at")
at") this
this responsiveness.
responsiveness. But must
must this
this goal
goal
specifically
always take
take precedence
that last week I stole from
from the
precedence over others?
others? Suppose
Suppose that
the
office safe and
and was
was due
last night
due last
night to be given
given a lie-detector
lie-detectorexamination.
examination.AccordAccordingly,
the belief
ingly, I underwent
underwenta few days
days ago a course
course of hypnosis
hypnosis to instill
instill in me the
that
before, when
the combination
as it had
been in fact
fact two years
when
thatthe
combinationwas 10-24-39,
10-24-39, as
had been
years before,
I was
such informawas employed
employed in a capacity
capacity that
that made
made me legitimately
legitimately privy
privy to such
information.
tion. Last
Lastnight
night when
when the
the question
questioncame
came up
up in the
the test,
test, I confidently
confidentlyand
and sincerely
sincerely
answerto the
the crucial
and removed
removed myself from
from the
the
gave this
this incorrect
incorrectanswer
crucialquestion,
question, and
list of suspects.
this occasuspects.And
And you are
aretrying
tryingto tell me that
thatin believing
believing falsely
falsely on this
occasion, I was
was making
making a mistakeP5
mistake! l 5
You will of course
You
course reply-and
reply-and with
with great
greatplausibility-that
plausibility-that we need
need to distindistinguish the question of whether
mistake to inculcate the false belief
belief
whether it was a mistake
(which,
the question
(which, let's agree,
agree, it wasn't)
wasn't) from
from the
questionof whether
whetherhaving
having inculcated
inculcatedit,
I had
into the
the position
that the
the
position of mistakenly
had deliberately
deliberatelygot myself into
mistakenlybelieving
believing that
combination
was 10-24-39.
had. And
And we can
can say
this without
withoutretractretractcombinationwas
10-24-39. I surely
surely had.
say all this
ing the
the point
point that
that there
there are
are no mistakes
mistakes in performance
performanceother
other than
than those
those of perperformance based on mistaken belief. I made no mistake in inculcating the
erroneous
because I acted
the perfectly
diserroneousbelief because
acted on the
perfectlycorrect
correct(and
(andof course
course quite
quite distinct) belief that
this procedure
from detection.
It is, then,
not
that this
would save me from
detection. It
tinct)
procedurewould
then, not
possible after
an
the "truth-tracking"
aim of holding
after all to override
override the
"truth-tracking"aim
holding beliefs by an
ulterior goal and
avoid having
the charge
"mistaken"apply
false beliefs.
ulterior
and avoid
having the
charge of "mistaken"
apply to false
Such
with deeming
reasonableto
conclusion is compatible
sometimes to be reasonable
Such a conclusion
compatiblewith
deeming it sometimes
or prudence
this. The
The point
hold mistaken
when morality
hold
dictates this.
mistakenbeliefs when
moralityor
prudencedictates
point is just
that
what
might
be
called
the
"internal
axiology"
continues to pass
that what might called the "internalaxiology" of belief continues
pass its
when its
its demands
arereasonably
overridown negative
reasonably overridverdict("mistake")
demandsare
negative verdict
("mistake")even when
Ansden.
must conclude
conclude this
this treatment
treatmentof Answith Platts'
den. As with
Platts' characterization,
characterization,we must
combe's
with the
the observation
observationthat
that while it seems
seems to be on the
the right
combe's suggestion
suggestion with
right
the suggestion
track,
have just noted
noted to be implicit
the normative
normativeelement
element we have
implicit in the
suggestion
track,the
15 For
polygraph
hypnosis as
as a polygraph
evidence on the
the success
success of hypnosis
For the
the record:
record:the
the experimental
experimentalevidence
countermeasure
effort is
that effort
noted, though,
though, that
should be noted,
favourable.It should
particularlyfavourable.
countermeasureis not particularly
with changing
changing
with lying rather
ratherthan
than with
usually
the anxiety
directed at
at reducing
reducing the
anxiety associated
associated with
usually directed
literaturemay
may be
the relevant
relevant literature
one's
References to the
that lying is not
not necessary.
necessary. References
one's beliefs so that
found
pp. 462-5).
and Raskin
Raskin (1973, pp.
found in
in Barland
Barlandand
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remains somewhat
somewhat mysterious.'6
mysterious. 16 An attempt
attempt to dispel the mystery-to
mystery-to ground
ground
remains
normativity-will be offered
offered in ?4.
§4.
this normativity-will
this
Naturalistic Characterizations.
Characterizations.
3.3 Naturalistic
common response
response to the 'philosophically
mysterious is to reach
reach for
for the
the biophilosophicallymysterious
One common
explanatory. In this
this vein, Dennett
Dennett (1971) directs
directs our
our attention
attention to the
the fact
fact
logically explanatory.
that "the
"the capacity
capacity to believe would
would have no survival
survival value unless
unless it were a capaccapacthat
truths" (p. 101);
101); thus
thus "In
"In general,
general, normally,
normally, more
more often than
than not,
not, if
ity to believe truths"
true" (p.
(p. 102).
102). A non-statistical
non-statistical interpretation
interpretation of "normally"
"normally" in
x believes p, p is true"
this second
second remark
remark best brings
brings out the point of the first.
first. It is a matter
matter of
of what
what
this
(or more
more accurately
accurately perhaps,
perhaps, belief-forming
belief-forming tendencies)
tendencies) arefor.
are/or. The
The funcfuncbeliefs (or
represent the
the world
world the
the way it is:
is: if they
they did
did not have
have this
this feafeation of beliefs is to represent
tion
7
ture they
they would
would have no survival
survival value
value for
for the
the creatures
creatures possessing them.
them. 17
I That
That
ture
their "proper
"proper function"
function" in the
the terminology
terminology of Ruth
Ruth Millikan,
Millikan, who has
has develis their
oped similar
similar ideas
ideas at
at some length
length in her
her (1984):
(1984): just as
as hearts
hearts would
would not (now)
(now)
oped
they didn't
didn't pump
pump blood,
blood, which
which is why
why pumping
pumping blood counts
functhe funccounts as
as the
exist if they
tion of the
the heart,
heart, so beliefs would
would not be here
here today
today if they
they didn't
didn't (under
(under "normal"
"normal"
tion
circumstances) tend
tend to represent
represent the
the world
world correctly,
correctly, which
which is why being
true is
being true
circumstances)
the function
function of beliefs.'8
18 Similarly,
Similarly, if desires
had no tendency
tendency to be satisfied-if
satisfied-if
desires had
the
desire for
for food tended
tended by contrast
contrast to reduce
reduce the
the chances
consuming
chances of consuming
say, a desire
food-then
desires
would
simply
not
have
evolved.
19
We
should
note
in passing
passing
We
should
note
'9
not
have
evolved.
desires
would
food-then
simply
that this
for intentionally
intentionally
functionalism"(and
(and its analogue
analoguefor
that
this kind
kind of "evolutionary
"evolutionaryfunctionalism"
when applied
applied to the
psychological
created
artifacts) is not,
the illumination
illuminationof psychological
createdartifacts)
not, even when
phenomena,
the same
what goes under
the name
name of functionalism
the
functionalismin the
underthe
same as
as what
at all the
phenomena,at
16 We
16
the interinteron either
eitherof the
characterization,on
with Smith's
Smith'scharacterization,
problemwith
We note
note that
thata further
furtherproblem
mysterious
much left mysterious
element is not
normativeelement
?3.1, is that
thatthis
this normative
consideredin §3.1,
pretationsconsidered
not so much
pretations
in Kripke
the objections
objections in
Kripke (1982, 23ff.,
as,
(Comparethe
out of account
account altogether.
altogether.(Compare
as, rather,
rather,left out
34ff.) to
space
for reasons
reasons of space
Similarly,though
thoughfor
rule-following.)Similarly,
accountsof rule-following.)
to dispositional
dispositionalaccounts
to the
the
this
undertaken here,
with respect
respectto
characterizationwith
Anscombe'scharacterization
here,one can
can assess
assess Anscombe's
this is not
not undertaken
thinking
One way
Smith.One
mutatis
way of thinking
interpretationof Smith.
urgedagainst
againstone interpretation
objectionurged
mutatismutandis
mutandisobjection
in perforperforthe distinction
between mistakes
mistakes in
of her
distinction between
in Anscombe
Anscombe (1957), of the
her deployment,
deployment, in
however,
that objection;
objection; see, however,
against that
mance
judgment is as
in judgment
as protection
protection against
mance and
and mistc;tkes
mistakes in
Houlgate
(1966).
Houlgate(1966).
17 According
but not
not
in Dennett's
Dennett'sdiscussion,
discussion, but
thoughtprominent
prominentin
strandof thought
to another
anotherstrand
According to
in
propos of beliefs,
to the
the creacreain here,
beliefs, to
not, a
a propos
should refer,
refer, not,
here, we should
in those
broughtin
those parts
partsof it brought
them. This
other
This other
tures
to which
which we ascribe
ascribe them.
but rather
ratherto
to the
the creatures
creaturesto
them, but
tures possessing
possessing them,
strand
not on
beliefs and
and desires,
desires,
theutility
to believers
believers and
and desirers
desirersof their
theirbeliefs
concentratesnot
on the
utility to
strandconcentrates
to
or otherwise)
ascribingto
but
otherwise) by
by ascribing
to us
sense of agents
agents (animate
(animateor
making sense
but of the
the utility
utility to
us of making
them
them beliefs
beliefs and
anddesires.
desires. "
18
Milis Milwhich follows
follows is
18j1 say
aboutdesires
desires which
the view about
because although
althoughthe
"similarideas"
ideas"because
say "similar
likan's,
being
concerningbeliefs.
beliefs. Beliefs being
the present
presentsuggestion
suggestion concerning
make quite
quite the
does not
not make
likan's,she
she does
the
true
conditionfor
for the
call their
theirproper
butrather
ratheraa Normal
Normalcondition
function,but
not what
whatshe
she would
would call
properfunction,
trueis not
for me
me by
by
was clarified
clarifiedfor
This point
point was
proper
Millikan 1984,
1984, p.99.)
p.99.) This
(Cf. Millikan
desires. (el
properfunction
functionof desires.
James
Hopkins.
JamesHopkins.
19As Millikan
an explicit
functionof an
explicit
19
"Itis
is the
the focused
focused proper
properfunction
140): "It
Millikanputs
(1984, p.
p. 140):
puts itit (1984,
in accordance
with certain
certainmapping
desire
accordancewith
mapping
affairsonto
onto which
which itit maps
mapsin
to produce
stateof affairs
desireto
produceaa state
like sperm,
sperm,
rules.
areusually
fulfilled.Many
Manydesires,
desires,like
usuallyfulfilled.
to say
thatexplicit
desiresare
explicit desires
is not
not to
say that
rules.(This
(This is
to be
be performed.
But surely
emerge
not permit
theirproper
functionsto
surely
performed.But
in aa world
thatdoes
does not
properfunctions
world that
permittheir
emerge in
Whatuse
to have
have them
them
fulfilled. What
use to
in part
were sometimes
sometimesfulfilled.
desires
because they
they were
partbecause
desiresproliferated
proliferatedin
otherwise?)"
otherwise?)"
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philosophy of mind,
mind, since arbitrary
arbitraryblack-box (input/output)
(input/output)descriptions
descriptions of
20
intentionalstates
statesneed
need make
makeno special
specialreference
referenceto this
this teleological
teleologicaldimension.
dimension.20
intentional
So far,
perspective may
far, the
the evolutionary
evolutionaryfunctionalist
functionalistperspective
may appear
appearto throw
throw little
little
light
the distinction
light on the
distinctionbetween'the
between the thetic
thetic and
and telic directions'
directionsof fit.
fit. It
It does
does reprepresentone spelling
spelling out
out of the
the "aims
"aimsat"
at"terminology
terminologyin descriptions
descriptions(as
(as in the
the quoquoresent
tation
from Platts)
tation in §?1 from
Platts) of belief and
and desire
desire as
as aiming
aiming at
at truth
truthand
and realization,
realization,
respectively;
respectively;but
but this
this is by itself not
not to make
make a contrast
contrastin respect
respect of direction
directionof
fit,
since the
the "aims
"aimsat"
at"(however
common to both
and
fit, since
(howeverexplicated)
explicated)is common
both descriptions,
descriptions,and
talk
talk of a desire's
relationof
desire'sbeing
being realized
realized (fulfilled,
(fulfilled, satisfied)
satisfied) is talk
talk of the
the same
same relation
desire
being true:
desire to the
the world
worldas
as is involved
involved in talk
talkof a belief's being
true:namely,
the relarelanamely, the
tion
tion given by:
by: a attitudinizes
attitudinizesthat
thatp, and,
and, in fact,
fact, p (where
(where"attitudinizes"
"attitudinizes"holds
holds a
place for
for "believes"
"believes" or
or "desires".)
"desires".)Indeed,
Indeed, the
the writers
writers with
with whom
whom we are
are here
here
concerned
concernedwere
were not
not addressing
the direction-of-fit
direction-of-fitquestion.
But under
undermagnifiaddressingthe
question. But
magnification,
the proposal
proposal does
does offer
offer some
some promise,
since the
the successful
evolution of
cation, the
promise, since
successful evolution
the belief-forming
belief-forming apparatus
the
apparatusrequires
requiresa causal
causal dependence
dependenceof the
the beliefs formed
formed
upon the
the states
states of the
the world
world about
aboutwhich
which beliefs
beliefs are
are held,
whereasin the
the case of
upon
held, whereas
the
the mechanism
mechanismfor
for desire,
what is required
that the
the way the
the world
world is affected
affected
desire, what
requiredis that
possessed. So here
the organism
the desires
desirespossessed.
here we have
have
by the
organismbe causally
causally dependent
dependenton the
a explication
terms of evolutionarily
advantadifference in direction
directionof fit in terms
explication of difference
evolutionarilyadvantageous
differencein direction
directionof causal
causal dependence.
geous difference
dependence.
Having
this causal
causal directionality
Having elicited this
directionality difference,
difference, one may
may wonder
wonder how
important
its role
the evolutionary
the story
afterall.
all. Recall
Recall its
role as
as groundimportantthe
evolutionarypart
partof the
story is after
groundthe "function
which was
was in tum
as the
the source
ing the
"functionof'
of' talk,
talk, which
turnsuggested
suggested as
source of the
the nornormativity
involved in saying
whatought
what:we can
can say
mativityinvolved
saying what
ought to fit what:
say what
whatbeliefs
beliefs ought
ought
to do
do in much
much the
the same
same way
as we can
can say
what hearts
heartsought
do-subserve
way as
say what
ought to do-subserve
those
etre. 21 But
those functions
functions their
their subserving
which constitutes
Butwe
we
constitutestheir
their raison
raison d'
d'^tre.2'
subservingwhich
should
should ask
ask whether
whetherevolutionary
this discussion
discussion at
at all.
all.
evolutionaryconsiderations
considerationsbelong
belong in this
It is conceivable that
that a selective advantage
advantage should
should occasionally, or
or even frefrequently,
false beliefsP
conferredon those
those prone
to form
formfalse
beliefs.22But
But beliefs in the
the catcatquently,be conferred
proneto
from others
egory in question would not differ from
others in respect of how they are
are
"supposed
to" fit the
the world.
world. (The
desideratumof universality,
It is also
also
"supposedto"
(The desideratum
universality,again.)
again.) It
conceivable
beliefs-and, for
conceivablethat
thatbeliefs-and,
for that
thatmatter,
desires-should be possessed
matter,desires-should
possessed by
by a
creature
creaturewhose
whose very
existence is not
not to
to be explained
"artifacvery existence
explained evolutionarily
evolutionarily(or
(or "artifactually"):
in an
an organic
for example,
result of an
an explosion
as a result
tually"):for
example, having
having emerged
emerged as
explosion in
organic
chemistry
be\p.g (God,
perhaps) who has
chemistrylab;
or by a being
has always
been in existence
existence and
and
lab;or
(God, perhaps)
always been
20 This
20
This point
point is emphasized
emphasizedby Millikan
Millikan (1984, p.
p. 139),
139), and
and it is also the
the main
main theme
theme
of Sober
Sober (1990).
21
21 The
part of the
The thetic
thetic part
the above
above proposal
proposalhas
has been aired
aired by Stalnaker
Stalnaker(1984, p.
p. 18)
18) in
terms
promention of evolutionary
terms he regards
regards as naturalistic,
naturalistic,though
though without
without explicit mention
evolutionary processes.
22
22 For
For example,
example, it is reported
reportedthat
thatwomen
women who,
who, having
having recovered
recoveredfrom
from breast
breastcancer,
cancer,
believe. (falsely) that
were wrongly
and never
never had
had the
the disease,
are less
believe.
that they
they were
wrongly diagnosed
diagnosed and
disease, are
likely than
thanthose
those who acknowledge
acknowledgethe
the fact,
fact, to suffer
suffer a recurrence.
recurrence.
likely
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always been capable
capable of
of having
having beliefs. Such
Such "merely
"merely logical"
logical" possibilities
possibilities will be
always
recherche by those who want
want to "naturalize"
"naturalize" epistemology
epistemology and
and the
dismissed as recherche'
dismissed
philosophy of mind.
mind. But they
they cannot
cannot be ignored
ignored if what
what we want
want is an account
account of
philosophy
what the direction-of-fit
direction-of-fit contrast
contr~st consists in, as opposed
opposed to aa: description
description of
of some
what
contingent concomitants.
concomitants. Our
Our present
present concern
concern is not to explain
explain the
the emeremerof its contingent
mental states
states exhibiting
exhibiting the
the telic and
and thetic
thetic directions
directions of fit, but
but to expligence of mental
the distinction
distinction between
between those
those directions.
directions.
cate the
Even if we set aside
aside as irrelevant
irrelevant the question
question of the
the evolution
evolution (or
(or the
the design)
design)
Even
of the
the capacities
capacities for
for believing and
and desiring,
desiring, there
there remains,
remains, from
from the views cancanvassed here,
here, the
the causal
causal asymmetry.
asymmetry. Beliefs get to be possessed because
because they
they are
are
that
At
least,
possessed.
are
true, whereas
whereas desires
desires get to be fulfilled
fulfilled because
because they
they are possessed.
least, that
true,
things go under
under ideal
ideal circumstances.
circumstances. Already
Already the
the restriction
restriction to ideal
ideal circiris how things
cumstances involves a violation
violation of the
the demand
demand of universality
universality from
from ?3.1,
§3.1, which
which
cumstances
the case of belief restricts
restricts attention
attention to circumstances
circumstances conducive
conducive to the
the formaformain the
tion of true
true beliefs.
beliefs. But the
the attempt
attempt to explicate
explicate direction
direction of fit in terms
terms of causal
causal
tion
Condirection is in even more
more serious
violation of the
the universality
universality desideratum.
desideratum.Conserious violation
direction
the "self-fulfilling
prophecy" type,
type, such
such
sider,
for example,
example, the
the case of beliefs of the
"self-fulfillingprophecy"
sider, for
certain venture,
venture, success in
the belief that
that one will indeed
indeed be successful
successful in a certain
as the
requires-and will in the circumstances
circumstances be ensured
ensured by-such
by-such
which causally
causally requires-and
confidence. These
These cases,
which "faith
fact can
can help
help create
the fact",23
have
fact",23have
createthe
"faithin a fact
cases, in which
confidence.
worldmind to worldthe direction
direction of causal
causal influence
the wrong
wrong way-from
way-from mind
influence going the
the
as any
other beliefs,
any other
though they
direction of fit as
same direction
with the
the same
they involve beliefs with
though
in §4)
being appraised
for correctness
terms of how
how well their
their
which in
?4) in terms
correctness(more
(more on which
being
appraisedfor
must be
Ourconclusion
conclusionmust
content
matches how things
things are
are with
their subject
matter. Our
with their
subjectmatter.
contentmatches
and thetic
thetic states,
states, we
that
typical causal
between telic
telic and
causal asymmetries
asymmetriesbetween
the typical
that in noting
noting the
fit.
have
not got to the
directionsof fit.
theirdirections
what distinguishes
distinguishestheir
the bottom
bottomof what
have not

4. A
positive suggestion
suggestion
A positive
to its
its
the relation
relation of a belief to
We
from aa logical
point of view, the
logical point
We have
have noted
noted that,
that, from
same as
as
the same
to be
be true,
propositional
for the
the belief to
true,is the
obtainfor
which has
has to obtain
object, which
propositionalobject,
to be
for the
the desire
desire to
the
its propositional
object for
must bear
bear to its
propositional object
desire must
relation aa desire
the relation
in either
either
that p then,
the proposition
then, in
"content") is the
satisfied:
proposition that
the object (or
(or "content")
satisfied: if the
case that
that
it to
to be the
the case
in question
for it
case,
have the
the property
attitudeto
to have
questionis for
for the
the attitude
propertyin
case, for
with aa true
trueproposip. Yet
proposito describe
describe aa belief with
naturalto
find it perfectly
while we find
perfectly natural
Yet while
transference
towardaa similar
tional
is no
no tendency
there is
similartransference
truebelief,
tendencytoward
as aa true
tional object
belief, there
object as
"corhere is "corterm here
in
more widely applicable
somewhat more
applicable term
in the
desire. A somewhat
the case of desire.
to "true")
an alternative
alternativeto
rect".
"true")
correct (as
as correct
(as an
be described
described as
can beliefs be
Not only
only can
rect".Not
and
also expectations,
answers, and
when
but also
are true,
expectations, answers,
true, but
their propositional
objects are
when their
propositionalobjects
for
all
its
to
call
true.
various
other
things
it
would
be
somewhat
strained
to
call
true.
strained
Yet,
for
all
its
Yet,
somewhat
be
various other things it would
23 In
the perperin §2.3
above of the
?2.3 above
the example
example in
23
also the
(Comparealso
(1891). (Compare
James(1891).
wordsof James
In the
the words
son
belief.)
Europe"belief.)
"IslamicEurope"
with the
the "Islamic
son with
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there is no lessening of our
our resistance
resistance to
respect, there
greater applicability
applicability in this
this respect,
greater
24 Isn't
for this
this simply
simply that
that "correct"
"correct"is a term
term
applying it to desires.
desires.24
Isn't the
the reason
reason for
applying
attitudes and
and speech acts,
acts,
of favourable
favourable evaluation
evaluation for
for various
various propositional
propositional attitudes
an expectation,
expectation, or
or ari"answer)
have a
and
and while it is a merit
merit in a belief (or
(or an
anrianswer)to have
this is no kind
kind of merit
merit in desire?
desire? As Platts
Platts
propositionalobject
object which
true, this
propositional
which is true,
put it (in the
1) "falsity
"falsity is a decisive failing in a belief'
belief'
the passage 9uoted
quoted in §?1)
the
content of a desire
desire is not realised
realised in the
whereas "the
"the fact
fact that
that the
the indicative
indicative content
whereas
world
correlatively, the
the fact
fact that
that a desire
desire is
world is not
not yet afailing
a failing in the
the desire";
desire"; correlatively,
the
realised
featureof the
the desire.
desire. To
To summarize
summarizethe
realised in the
the world
world is not
not a creditable
creditablefeature
intuitions
that although
although in the
the case of thetic
thetic and
and telic
intuitions in play
play here,
here, we can
can say
say that
attitudes
attitudesalike
alike we have
"thingsgoing
going right",
right",when
when it comes to focusfocushave a sense
sense of "things
sing
this
favourable
evaluation
more
specifically,
in
the
former
case,
the
evalusing this favourableevaluationmore specifically, the formercase, the evaluation comes to settle on the attitude
attitude itself,
itself, in the latter
latter case, it settles, if
anywhere,
which the
the content
content of the
the attitude
the state
state of affairs
affairs in virtue
virtueof which
attitudeis
anywhere,on the
a true
this is only another
the favourable
trueproposition.
anotherway
way of putting
puttingthe
favourable
proposition.Of course,
course, this
terms
side
unfavourableside
side was
was expressed
Anscombe in terms
side of the
the coin whose unfavourable
expressed by Anscombe
of where, if a mistake was to be located anywhere,
anywhere, the mistake should be
located.
jeopardize one's
success
located. As intimated
intimatedin §3.3,
make a mistake
mistake is to jeopardize
one's success
?3.3, to make
in a achieving
has (at
Thus to trace
trace the
the source
source of
achieving some goal one has
(at some level). Thus
the
the normativity
talk of direction
direction of fit for
for the thetic
thetic case, we need to see
normativity in talk
what
believing truly
what makes
With luck,
what we shall
shall see
believing successfully.
successfully.With
luck, what
makes believing
trulybelieving
will suggest
the telic direction.
direction.
suggest a suitable
suitabletreatment
treatmentfor
for the
What, then,
success for
for beliefs?
To answer
answerthis
this quesmakes truth
truththe
the mark
markof success
beliefs? To
quesWhat,
then, makes
tion,
recall the
the troubles
traditionalempiricist
accountsof
troublesbesetting
besettingtraditional
empiricistaccounts
tion, it will help
help to recall
memory
... ), as
as diagnosed
Urmson(1967). A recurrent
recurrenttheme
theme
memory (Hume,
(Hume,Russell,
Russell,...),
diagnosedin Urmson
with discussion
in such
and imagination,
discussion
such accounts
accountsis a contrast
contrastbetween
between memory
memoryand
imagination,with
such contending
this contrast.
contrast.Urrtlson
Urmsonpoints
out that
that two such
ask what
what grounds
points out
tending to ask
groundsthis
recollectionswhich
which are
are genuine
memtrasts are
play: that
between recollections
thatbetween
trasts
are confusedly
genuinememconfusedly in play:
that between
ories and
and that
are not, on the one hand,
and recollections
recollections which are
hand, and
recollections (veridical
and mere
mere free
free imaginings
otherwise) and
imaginings which do not
recollections
(veridical or otherwise)
even purport
purport to represent
the other.
other.It is this
this latter
latterdistinction
distinction
the past
as it was,
was, on the
representthe
past as
not the
the
which
what distinguishes
the cases is not
here.As Urmson
Urmsonputs
which is relevant
relevanthere.
it, what
distinguishesthe
puts it,
24 Stalnaker
"correct"
24
that we appraise
as "correct"
desires, as
not satisfied
satisfieddesires,
but not
truebeliefs, but
appraisetrue
notices that
Stalnakernotices
class-of
membershipin a broader
(1984, p.
proposes to 'use
use this
broader class-of
this as
as a sign of membership
and proposes
p. 80) and
This is
which
attitudes.This
what he calls acceptance
acceptance attitudes.
member-of what
the paradigmatic
paradigmaticmember-of
which belief is the
as corcorbut not
not desires
desires as
conspicuously
describebeliefs but
the question
why we describe
question of why
raise the
conspicuously not to raise
acceptance
the division
division into
into acceptance
rect.
an answer
this question,
question,the
thatwithout
withoutan
answerto this
sensing that
rect. Perhaps
Perhapssensing
(p. 82) a
he goes on to propose
propose(p.
attitudes
very solid,
solid, he
foundedon nothing
nothingvery
and others
othersseems
seems founded
attitudesand
agents)
which are
are (for
rationalagents)
formal
(for rational
as those
those which
attitudesof acceptance,
acceptance,as
formalcharacterization
characterizationof attitudes
toward
consistent
propositions toward
otherpropositions
fromother
which follows from
towardsany
any proposition
propositionwhich
andheld
held towards
consistentand
which
work, because
are satisfied
satisfiedby
conditionsare
the conditions
because the
doesn't work,
This suggestion
suggestiondoesn't
areheld.
held. This
which they
they are
"The
the case",
which is
case", which
intendsshould
should be the
from propositions
propositionsa intends
thatp follows from
"Theproposition
propositionthatp
in respect
respectof p.
attitudeto a in
not
an acceptance
acceptanceattitude
not to ascribe
ascribean
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the
may accompany
accompanythe
images as
as may
presence
such mental
mental images
any special
special features
features in such
presence of any
know what
whatcriteria
criteria
"All we have
have to do is know
Rather(p.
(p. 87), "All
or imagining.
imagining.Rather
recollecting
recollectingor
of success
our own intenintenwhich depends
dependson our
thatis aa question
questionwhich
applicable,and
andthat
success are
are applicable,
as of conducting
conducting
which one's
one's images-are
images-areas
tions".
He has
has been
been considering
consideringaa case in which
tions".He
oththe defence
(correctlyor
or othwhetherone is (correctly
andthe
the question
questionis whether
criminaltrial,
trial,imd
the
defence in a criminal
the defence.
defence.
havingconducted
conductedthe
erwise)
merely imagining,
imagining,having
or instead
insteadmerely
erwise) recollecting,
recollecting,or
"We
the defence
defence in
"not if we did
did conduct
conduct the
continues, "not
Urmson continues,
"Weare
are recollecting",
recollecting",Urmson
if
it
matters
whether
we
did.
We
are
imagining
if
some
such
criteria
the
trial
but
some
such
criteria
We
are
imagining
the trialbut
matterswhether did.
of success
are the
ones".
the relevant
relevantones".
success as
as general
interestingness,are
verisimilitude,or interestingness,
generalverisimilitude,
Now, apparent
Urmson calls them,
them, are
are only aa
as Urmson
memories, or recollections
recollections as
apparentmemories,
distinguishesbelievquestionof what
whatdistinguishes
more general
generalquestion
beliefs. To
special
To the
the more
special case of beliefs.
matter
thatit is a matter
ing
the reply
reply that
from imagining
imaginingit to be, the
thatsomething
somethingis the
the case from
ing that
of which criteria
for one's mental
mental activity
criteria of success one has
has chosen for
activity seems
equally
attithe propositional
propositionalattithe criterion
criterionof success
success is truth,
truth,then
then the
equally applicable.
applicable.If the
some
attitudethere
thereis some
tude
propositionalattitude
say that
thatfor
for every
every propositional
tude is belief. This
This is not
not to say
such
Urmson's
endorse Urmson's
need not
not even endorse
success, and
and we need
criterionfor
for success,
such associated
associated criterion
25 The
suggestion that
The upshot
our earlier
earlier
upshot of our
such criteria
criteria exist for
for imagining.
imagining.25
that such
observations
thatsuch
such cricrinotion of correctness
correctnessfor
for desires
desiresis that
the absence
observationson the
absenceof a notion
teria
takes
that unless
unless one takes
their case.
case. The
The present
point is simply
simply that
teria do not
not exist in their
presentpoint
the proposition
there
an attitude
attitudetowards
towardsthe
proposition
criterionof success
success in the
the case of an
thereto be a criterion
that
then whatever
whateverelse it may
may be,
takes that
thatcriterion
criterionto be truth,
truth,then
thatp, and,
further,takes
and, further,
the
unless the
the attitude-holder
attitude-holderhas
has what
what
thatof belief.
belief. So unless
the attitude
attitudein question
questionis not that
we might
his or
intentionthat
thathis
or her
her attitudinizing
attitudinizingis
backgroundintention
controllingbackground
might call a controlling
successful
not
then the
the attitude
attitudetaken
taken is not
true, then
successful only if its propositional
content is true,
propositionalcontent
that
thatof belief.
belief.
This
that
having that
presentsbeliefs having
This way
the thetic
thetic direction
directionof fit presents
explicating the
way of explicating
principle rather
direction
ratherthan
thana regulative
as a matter
matterof a constitutive
constitutiveprinciple
regulativeprinciple.
principle.
directionas
It's
ethics-of-belief-inspiredproposalproposalIt's not-as
the case of some ethics-of-belief-inspired
not-as it might
might be in the
effort
that
the principle:
make every
every effort
that one should
should regulate
principle:make
cognitive life by the
regulateone's cognitive
to believe only truths;
intentions
counts one's
one's (current)
thatunless
unless one counts
(current)intentions
rather,it's that
truths;rather,
in q>-ing
not conconthatp, one's
one's q>-ing
thatp does
does not
as thwarted
not true
truethat
thatp as
thwartedif it is not
p-ingthat
p-ingthat
stitute
its own criterion
criterion
thatp. Thus
Thus the
the very
stitutebelieving
concept of belief imports
importsits
very concept
believing that
here
of success,
put in §3.2,
We have
have here
its own "internal
"internalaxiology".
was put
has its
as it was
axiology".We
?3.2, has
or, as
success, or,
an externally
a contrast
functionalist suggestion
with the
the evolutionary
externally
contrast also with
suggestion of an
evolutionary functionalist
supplied
or perhaps
of general
terms"of
instead,
criterionof success
success in terms
perhapsinstead,
adaptivity,or
general adaptivity,
supplied criterion
the point
concase-by-case
understate the
It is of course
course useful-to
useful-to understate
point conutility.It
pragmaticutility.
case-by-casepragmatic
25 Such
direction
has no direction
imaginationhas
thatimagination
25
with the
the fact
fact that
accordswell with
non-endorsementaccords
Such a non-endorsement
mental
subject'smental
with a subject's
"wrong"with
nothing "wrong"
of fit
there is nothing
paper;there
in the
the present
presentpaper;
fit in
the sense of the
the case
state
what is imagined
imaginedto be the
thatsubject's
point of view if what
from that
subject'spoint
with the
the world
world from
state or with
somewhat
distinctionsomewhat
developed a distinction
has developed
is not
Vellemanhas
case). J.
J. D. Velleman
the case).
(or if it is the
not the
the case (or
propsimilar
between propin Velleman
Velleman(1992), between
of fit, in
and thetic
theticdirections
directionsoffit,
thatbetween
between telic and
similarto that
locuThe former
made true.
true.The
formerlocuositional
as to be made
those regarded
regardedas
as true
trueand
andthose
contentsregarded
regardedas
ositional contents
regarding
broadly, to include regarding
tion is "not
more broadly,
but, more
"believed", but,
intended to suggest "believed",
not intended
the
falls on the
something
... as true.
true. Thus
Thus imagination
or...
imagination falls
or hypothetically
hypothetically or
imaginatively or
something imaginatively
same
in the
the sense
directionof fit in
has no direction
thoughit has
for Velleman's
Velleman'sdichotomy,
dichotomy,though
same side as belief for
of'the
present paper.
paper.
of the present
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siderably-to
siderably-to have
have a faculty
faculty which
which is sensitive to the
the way the
the world
world is, since
without such
without
such a faculty
faculty there
there would
would be no chance
chance of acting
acting so as
as to
to satisfy
satisfy one's
needs
prior concept
the concept
needs in a world
world which
which is that
that way,
way, but
but the
the prior
concept is the
concept of sensisensitivity
tivity deployed
deployed in making
makingthis
this point.
point. (One
(One sometimes
sometimes encounters
encountersthe
the view-it
view-it is
presented
,2 of Chappresentedsympathetically,
sympathetically,if not
not finally
finally endorsed,
endorsed,for
for example,
example,in §§
??11,2
Chapter
ter 3 in Adams
Adams (1975)-that
the reason
reason we want
(1975)-that the
want our
our beliefs to be true
truelies in the
the
instrumental
project of satisfying
instrumentalvalue
true belief to the
value of true
the project
satisfying our
our more
more mundane
mundane
26 This
desires.
This wrongly
desires.26
wrongly suggests
suggests it to be a perfectly
perfectly straightforward
straightforwardconceptual
conceptual
possibility-which
the prudent
fromexploiting-for
possibility-which the
prudentagent
agentwill refrain
refrainfrom
exploiting-for belief-forbelief-formation
with complete
occur with
indifferenceto any
thatthe
the belief in
mation to occur
complete indifference
any requirement
requirementthat
27
question
possessed only if it is true.
questionbe possessed
true.27
If we treat
treat the
the thetic
thetic direction
direction of fit in accordance
accordancewith
with the
the above
above proposal,
proposal,
requiring
requiring for
for an
an attitude
attitude to count
count as
as thetic
thetic that
that it be subject
subject to a background
background
intention
being possessed should
world be a certain
the
intentionof only being
should the
the world
certainway,28
way,28then
then the
normative aspects
aspects of talk
talk of correctness
correctness and
and of "what
"what ought
ought to fit what"
what" are
are
normative
straightforwardly
with the
the intention.
intention.And
And since,
the prostraightforwardlygiven by compliance
compliancewith
since, on the
prothe intention
plays a constitutive
intentionin question
constitutiverather
ratherthan
thana regulaposed account,
account,the
questionplays
regulative role, it is not as
though the
as though
the normativity
normativity can be eluded by retaining
retaining the
attitude
attitudewhile
while disowning
the intention.
intention.(Hence
the fact,
noted in discussion
discussionof the
the
disowning the
(Hence the
fact, noted
lie-detector
lie-detectorexample
example in §3,
?3, that
that in believing
believing that
thatp when
when it is false
false that
thatp one is
mistakenly believing
believing that
thatp, whatever
whateverextraneous
extraneousmotives
motives one may
have had
had in
may have
getting
however well those motives
that state
state and
and however
motives are
are served
served by being in
getting into that
29 ) This
it.
it.29)
This leaves the
here the
the natural
naturalsuggestion
thatwe tell
the telic attitudes,
attitudes,and
and here
suggestion is that
a similar
with, this
background intention
similar story,
this time,
certainbackground
intentionto the
the effect that
that
story, with,
time, a certain
the telic
the
telic attitude,
which may
or may
an intention,
desire or
should be
attitude,which
may be a desire
may itself be an
intention,should
fulfilled.
fulfilled. In
In the
the case where
the specific
an intention,
cross the
the
where the
attitudeis an
specific attitude
intention,say,
say, to cross
road,
road, a question
question arises
arises about
aboutthe
the status
statusof the
the intention
intentionthat
thatthat
thatintention
intentionbe fulfulfilled.
Is this
this the
filled. Is
the same
same intention
intentionover
over again,
again, or is it a different-perhaps "higher"higherorder"-intention? One
One might
that it's nothing
but the
the same
same intention
intention all
might say that
nothing but
26 Such
26
Stich's
at p. 121
121 of Stich
Stich (1990). Stich's
though not
not endorsed,
endorsed,at
Such a view is mentioned,
mentioned,though
thought
languageof thought
the chapter
the truth
truthof sentences
sentences in aa language
discussion
chapterin question
question is of the
discussion in the
definite propproppresuming a definite
whose
been presuming
whereaswe have
have been
"up for
for grabs",
grabs",whereas
whose interpretation
interpretationis "up
ositional
the belief to be true.
true.This
This distinction
distinction
for a belief which
which has
has to be true
truefor
for the
ositional content
contentfor
2 of Harman
p. 196
is emphasized
which Harman
makes the
the remark
remark
Harmanalso makes
at p.
196 of which
Harman(1991), at
emphasizedin §?2
worriesme
(Whatworries
"More
thatI believe that
thatP only if P". (What
often have
have the
the desire
desire that
"Moregenerally,
generally,I often
about
course the
the "often".)
"often".)
aboutthis
this is of course
27 This
imposed
27
suggest any
any externally
externallyimposed
course not
not meant
meantto suggest
requirementis of course
This talk
talk of a requirement
imagining,
supposing,hoping,
hoping, imagining,
restriction on one's
nothingwrong
wrong with
with supposing,
mentallife:
life: there
thereis nothing
restriction
one's mental
etc.-it's
requirement
thatwhat
what you're
count as
as believing
believing unless
unless this
this is a requirement
doing won't count
etc.-it's just that
you're doing
you aim
in any
case.
any given case.
aim to respect
respect in
28 We
true"since
28
contentbe true"
"shouldtheir
theirpropositional
propositionalcontent
want to say,
say, specifically,
specifically, "should
We don't
don't want
of course
thetic attitude.
attitude.
course disbelief is also a thetic
29 Compare
in discussions
the criminal
criminallawlaw29
encounteredin
discussions of the
the distinction--often
distinction-often encountered
Comparethe
between the
andthe
the motive
motive from
from which,
an action
action is performed;
intentionwith
with which,
which, an
performed;see,
between
the intention
which, and
for
120).
for example,
Fitzgerald(1962, p.
p. 120).
example, Fitzgerald
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this supposition,
over again.30
again.30On
On this
supposition,the
the telic
telic direction
over
directionof fit
fit requires
requireslittle
little by
by way
way
of comment:
comment:as
as the
the point
was put
the "ought"
in "what
point was
put above,
above, the
"ought"in
"whatought
to fit
fit what"
ought to
what"
is given
given as
as aa matter
matterof compliance
compliance with
with this
this very
very intention.
intention.On
On the
the other
otherhand,
hand,aa
is
more
direct
parallel with
with the
the thetic
thetic case
case is
is provided
more direct parallel
providedby
by taking
taking the
the higher-order
higher-order
route,and
and the
the contrast
contrastbetween
between the
the two
route,
two directions
directionsof fit
fit is
is made
made visible
visible in
in aa forformulationof what
what does
does the
the conditioning
mulation
conditioningand
and what
what is conditioned,
conditioned,in
in certain
certainconconditionalintentions,
as we shall
shall now
intentions,as
ditional
now see.
see.
The controlling
controlling background
backgroundintention
in the
intention in
the case of belief is
The
is aa conditional
conditional
intention. Suppose
Suppose that
that the
the propositional
propositional object
object of aa belief is the
intention.
the proposition
proposition
thatp. Then
Then this
this intention
intention can
can be
be described
that
described as
as the
the intention
intention not
not to
to be
be believe
in the
thatp, given
given that
that (or:
(or: in
the circumstance
that
circumstancethat)
not p. Let
that) not
Let us
us represent
representthis
this by:
by:
Intend
(-iBp/---ip).Recall
Recall the
the justification
Intend (--,Bp/--,p).
justificationfor
for postulating
postulatingthis
this intention
intention(derived
(derived
from Urmson):
Urmson): unless
unless a piece of attitudinizing
attitudinizing is thought
thought of as
as controlled
from
controlled by
by
such an
an intention,
there is no
intention, there
such
no reason
reason to
to think
think of it as
as an
an instance
instance of believing
thatp, as
as opposed
opposed to
to imagining
that
imagining that
thatp, entertaining
entertainingthe
the proposition
propositionthat
thatp, supsupthatp, desiring
thatp,...
posing that
posing
and so on through
the range
desiring that
p, ... and
throughthe
range of non-thetic
non-thetic attiattitudes. On
On the
the "higher-order"
"higher-order"
tudes.
proposal
proposalfor
for controlling
in the
controllingintentions
intentionsin
the telic
telic case,
the intention
the
p: intenintentionis that
that it be the
the case that
thatp, given the
the telic
telic attitude
attitudetoward
towardp:
intention, desire, or
whatever. Actually, as
or whatever.
as we shall note in the
the final paragraph
paragraph
below, it may
not be that
that intention
may not
intention is quite
the right
quite the
right higher-order
attitude to
higher-orderattitude
invoke
invoke here,
but we gloss over these
the sake
here, but
these worries
worries for
for the
sake of presenting
presentinga definite
currentpositive suggestion
nite proposal;
proposal; a more
more cautious
cautious presentation
presentation of the
the current
suggestion
would
italicized "Intends"
"Intends"as
would treat
treat our
our italicized
schematicfor
for some attitude
akin to intenas schematic
attitude akin
intention
tion proper.
proper. Abbreviatively,
Abbreviatively, let us
us write
in this
wants
write Wp
this case (for:
Wp in
(for: the
the subject
subject wants
that
that p): Intend
Intend (P/Wp).
(p/Wp).
So far,
far, all
all we have
have is some suggestive
notation, contrasting
contrasting (1)
(I) with
with (2):
(2):
suggestive notation,
(I) Intend
Intend(--,Bp/-,p)
(1)
(-iBpl -ip)

Intend (p/Wp)
(P/Wp)
(2) Intend
The
The notation
notation is meant
meant to recall
recall that
that of dyadic
dyadic deontic
deontic logic, of course,
course, and
and in parparticular
ticular to discourage-as
such ascriptions
discourage-as in that
that context-the
context-the idea
idea that
that such
condiascriptionsof conditional
tional intention
intention can be contraposed.
contraposed. We
We can remain
remain neutral
neutral on certain
certain further
further
features
features of their
their logical behaviour,
behaviour, as long as we hold firm
firm to this
this one. It can
can be
explained by either
either of two accounts
accounts of the
the construction
construction in (1)
(I) and
and (2), between
between
explained
which
which it is not
not necessary
necessary here
here to choose. The
The first,
first, taking
taking its lead
lead from
from the
the condiconditional
tional obligation
obligation literature
literature (e.g.
(e.g. Lewis 1974),
would reach
reach for
for a notion
notion of preferprefer1974), would
ability underlying
underlying claims of the
the form
form Intend
Intend (aiTh,
(at/3), according
according to which
which this
this says
ability
& /B
f3 is preferable
preferable (from
(from the
the intender's
intender's point
point of view)
that its being
being the
the case that
that aa &
that
to its being the case that
that --a
--,a &
& /3,
f3, glossing this
this in possible worlds
worlds terms
terms thus:
thus:
some worlds
worlds in which
which the
the former
former is true
true are
are higher-ranked
higher-ranked than
than any
any in which
which the
the
latter
latter is true.
true. Give or take certain complications not to the point here, this
amounts
amounts to saying
saying that
that if we restrict
restrict attention
attention to the fl-verifying
f3-verifying worlds,
worlds, we find
find
that
that those
tho$e in which aa is true
true are
are ranked
ranked higher
higher (by the preference
preference ordering,
ordering, this
30
30 Cf.
Cf. Loar
Loar (1981, p. 198):
198): "Isn't
"Isn't desiring
desiring s and
and desiring
desiring that
that one's desire
desire that
that s should
should
be T virtually
virtually the same thing?"
thing?" (Think
(Think of
of "T"
"T" here
here as a predicate
predicate of
of truth
truth or of
of fulfillment.)
fulfillment.)
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31 It
It is clear
clear
which a is false.
false.3'
worlds) than
than those
those in which
time
time conceived
conceived as
as comparing
comparingworlds)
Intend(--./3/--.a)-fails
(-i/3/--ia)-fails on
inferencefrom
fromIntend
Intend(a/{3)
that
thatcontraposition-the inference
(a/fl)to Intend
this account,
the terms
termsprovided
providedby the
the
contrast(1) and
and (2) in the
this
account,and
and illuminating
illuminatingto contrast
false,
account.
For (1), we look at
which the
the object
object of the
the belief is false,
at the
the worlds
'worldsin which
account.For
and
preference for
in which
the belief is not
not possessed.
possessed. For
For (2)
for those
those in
which the
and declare
declareour
our preference
we look at
preference
anddeclare
declareour
ourpreference
which the
the desire
desireis possessed,
possessed, and
at the
the worlds
worldsin which
for
the two
which the
held fixed
fixed in the
true.So what
whatis held
for those
those in which
the object
object ofthe
of the desire
desire is true.
attitude,but
but in
the object
object of the
the attitude,
cases is different:
different:in the
the former
formercase, facts
facts about
aboutthe
directformal~r
formal-or structural-renstructural-renthe
possession. This
This is a direct
the latter,
latter,facts
facts about
aboutits possession.
dering
held
the metaphor
difference in respect
directionof fit:
fit: the
the thing
thing held
respectof direction
dering of the
metaphorof difference
The thetic/telic
dif"fitted".The
thetic/telic diffixed
which what
what is not
not left fixed is to be "fitted".
fixed is that
that to which
ference
difdifferencein the
the structure
conditionalintention,
intention,aa difcontrollingconditional
ference is a difference
structureof a controlling
ference
and what
what is conditioned.
conditioned.
ference over
over what
what does
does the
the conditioning
conditioningand
This
structermsof the
the logical
logical strucdirectionof fit in terms
This general
generaldescription-<:ashing
description-cashing direction
ture
of
conditional
intentions-also
applies
in
the
case
of
the
second
way,
alluded
alluded
the
the
second
way,
ture conditionalintentions-also applies
think of the
the
to above,
for this
are to think
second way,
way, we are
and (2);
(2); for
this second
above, of interpreting
interpreting(1) and
dyadic
after all,
with Intend
Intend (a/{3)
constructionthey
feature as
as really
monadic after
(a//i)
all, with
they feature
really monadic
dyadic construction
being an
an alternative
alternativenotation
notationfor
for
being
-*
(3) Intend (/3 ~
Sa)
Sa)
in which
and the
the "S"
"S" is a
which the
the arrow
arrowsymbolizes
materialimplication,
implication,and
symbolizes (let's
(let's say)
say) material
32 We
subjunctivizing
subWe can
can think
thinkof (3) as
as describing
the attitude
attitudeof a subdescribingthe
subjunctivizingoperator.
operator.32
/3 or
or else let
let it
not the
the case that
that/3
endorsethe
the following:
eitherit is not
following: either
ject who
who would
would endorse
be the
that /3,
the absence
absence of a
Such a subject,
the case that
that a. Such
learningthat
/3, will (in
(in the
subject, on learning
change
thatit be the
that a ("Intend
(Sa)"
intendtout
toutcourt
courtthat
the case that
("Intend(Sa)"
change of heart)
heart)come to intend
in the
this
We need
ourselves with
with the
the semantics
semanticsof this
the present
notation).We
need not
not concern
concernourselves
presentnotation).
language
here,33
pausing
only
to
note
the
failure
of
contraposition,
even
when
S
when
the
failure
note
contraposition,
languagehere,33pausing
from
is taken
passage from
with negation
Humberstone(1982). The
The passage
takento
to commute
commutewith
negation(as
(as in Humberstone
Intend (a/{3)
passage
the present
amountsto a passage
Intend
Intend(--./3/--.
approach,amounts
(//---ia),a), on the
presentapproach,
(a/l) to Intend
from
from (4) to (5):
(5):
(4)
Intend (/3
Sa)
(/3~
(4) Intend
-*
(5) Intend
Intend (--.a
S--.(3).
S-i).
(--a ~

3 Reading
31
as "all
"all of those".
those".
the second
second as
those" and
and the
as "some
"some of those"
"those"as
Readingthe
the first
first "tho~e"
32 This
32
roughly
massagedinto
into roughly
work of Castaneda's,
Castafieda's,massaged
from some work
adaptedfrom
This suggestion
suggestion is adapted
readerto
the
present form
referringthe
the reader
hesitationin referring
have some hesitation
(1982). (I
(I have
Humberstone(1982).
form in Humberstone
the present
this
paper, in view of the
errors
the many
done to intelligibility
many typographical
typographicalerrors
the damage
damagedone
intelligibilityby the
this paper,
at some points,
needed at
marring
published version:
points,
reconstructionis needed
considerable reconstruction
version: considerable
marringthe published
clear enough.)
thou§h
idea will be clear
enough.)
the general
generalidea
though the
Humberstone
333 The
this apparatus
apparatusin Humberstone
termsof this
possible worlds
worlds terms
treatmentin possible
The semantic
semantictreatment
lines
adjustingalong
along lines
would need
need adjusting
and would
(1982) is not quite
present application,
application,and
for the
the present
quite right
rightfor
here.
this adjustment
adjustmenthere.
suggested
the nature
natureof this
need not
not go into
into the
(1987); we need
Humberstone(1987);
suggestedby Humberstone
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Direction of Fit
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But even with
with the
the above commutation
commutation property
and also the
the assumption
assumption that
that
property and
equivalents
equivalentsmay
may be substituted
substitutedwithin
withinthe
the scope of "Intend",
"Intend",the
the closest we come
to (5) on the
the basis
basis of (4) is
-- -./3)
(5')
(5') Intend (S-.a
(S-_a ~
--f5)
the subjunctivity
which
which has
has the
subjunctivityin the
the wrong
wrong place.
place.
their resistance
resistanceto contraposition,
contraposition,the
the two suggested
suggested understandings
understandings
Alike in their
differ in respect
other inferential
of (1) and
and (2) differ
respect of other
inferential properties.
properties. Conspicuously,
Conspicuously,
the
the inference-pattern
sometimes called "Strengthening
the Antecedent",
inference-patternsometimes
"Strengtheningthe
Antecedent", from
from
Intend (al/3)
Intend (al!3
& r)
y) is valid on the
the second interpretation
interpretation but
but
Intend
(al/f) to Intend
(al/f &
invalid
invalid on the
the first.
first. Why
Why is (non-)contraposition
(non-)contrapositionso important
importantby
by contrast
contrastwith
with
these
basis of which
these other
other features,
the basis
which we shall
shall not
not even attempt
reach a
features,on the
attemptto reach
comparative
As already
verdict as between
between the
the two interpretations?34
the
comparativeverdict
interpretations?34
alreadynoted,
noted, the
failure
failure of contraposition
crucial to seeing
the structural
structuralcontrast
contrastbetween
between (1)
contrapositionis crucial
seeing the
and
and (2) as formally
between the
the thetic
thetic and
and telic
telic direcdirecformallyregistering
registeringthe
the distinction
distinctionbetween
tions
Intend (-.Bp/-.p)]
tions of fit:
fit: what
what (1) [= Intend
as (conditionally)
intended
(-_Bp/-lp)] represents
representsas
(conditionally)intended
is a matter
matterof mental
mental state,
whereasmaterial
materialpertaining
mental states
states in (2) [=
state, whereas
pertainingto mental
Intend
This is the
Intend (p/Wp)]
(pIWp)]is relegated
relegated to the
the role
role of a conditioning
conditioningfactor.
factor.This
the reareason
for the
true beliefs, are
son for
the disparities
observed earlier:
earlier:fulfilled
fulfilled desires,
unlike true
are
disparitiesobserved
desires, unlike
not
not thought
thought of as
as correct,
correct, and
and an
an unfulfilled
unfulfilled desire,
desire, unlike
unlike a false belief, does
not constitute
constitute a mistake.
mistake. The normativity,
normativity, either
either way, attaches
attaches to the belief
belief
rather
than to the
the desire,
because the
the controlling
intention is the
the intention
intention that
that
ratherthan
desire, because
controlling intention
one's beliefs be a certain
as (1) says,
certain way
the thetic
thetic case (namely,
that they
way in the
(namely, as
says, that
they
not
but that
not be false)
that the
the world
world be a certain
certainway in the
the telic case.
case. If such
such reprefalse) but
representations
as (1) and
and (2) could be contraposed,
much-needed
sentations as
contraposed, precisely this much-needed
asymmetry
would be lost.
lost.
asymmetrywould
The
presence of the
echoed by) the
the "only"
The presence
(or is echoed
"only"
the two negations
negations in (1) echoes (or
in our
the thetic
thetic case to believe only that
our earlier
talk of a background
intentionin the
that
earliertalk
backgroundintention
which
would not
with equal
naturalnessspeak
desire
which is true;
not with
true;one would
equal naturalness
speak of intending
intendingto desire
35 This
only what
what is in fact
This difference
would of course
course also
nullified
fact the
the case.
case.35
difference would
also be nullified
for an
wanton contraposition.
Such formulations
formulationscall for
an additional
additionalcomment
comment to
by wanton
contraposition.Such

p. 151),
151),
34 The existence
termsof Parfit
Parfit(1984, p.
are not,
not, in the
the terms
attitudeswhich
which are
existence of telic attitudes
interpretation.
"conditional
first interpretation.
would appear
appearto tell against
againstthe
the first
theirown persistence"
persistence"would
"conditionalon their
the point
point
this temporal
temporalconcept:
concept:the
version of this
More
relevantis the
the modal
modal version
what is relevant
More accurately,
accurately,what
satisfied at
at
is not
only wants
wants to
to be satisfied
which one only
desires (for
(for example)
example) which
much to set aside
aside desires
not so much
desires which
which
as to set aside
aside desires
at the
the later
latertimes,
times, as
later
those desires
desires at
as one has
has those
latertimes
times so long as
one only
dislearntof this
this diswhich one has
has the
the desires.
desires. 1I learnt
satisfied at
at worlds
worlds in which
wants to be satisfied
only wants
unpublished
tinction
from its
its application
applicationin unpublished
possession-dependencefrom
respect of (modal)
(modal) possession-dependence
tinction in respect
and altruistic
altruistic
work
distinction between egoistic and
the 1970's by Andre
Andre Gallois to the
the distinction
work in the
desires:
went-is
the suggestion
suggestion went-is
for another's
another'swelfare-so
welfare-so the
concern for
desires: genuinely
altruisticconcern
genuinely altruistic
displayed
did not
not want
want that.
that.Justice
Justiceis
thatthe
shouldprosper
prospereven if one did
othershould
desire that
the other
displayedby a desire
not
rankingof worlds
worlds in
second interpretation)
interpretation)a ranking
citing (as
(as on the
the second
not done
done to such
such desires
desires by citing
does not
not obtain.
obtain.
those in which
which it does
which
obtainsabove
above those
(there)desired
desiredobtains
which what
what is (there)
35 Compare
between wanting
admitwith everyone
wantingto get along
along with
everyone who is admitthe difference
differencebetween
Comparethe
ted
admitted. See also
the club,
and wanting
along with to be admitted.
wanting only people'one
people one gets along
ted to the
club, and
Castaneda
p. 67) on "only"
drawnon p.
160 of the
the same
same
p. 160
"only if';
if"; the
the contrast
contrastdrawn
"only"in "only
Castafieda(1975, p.
and
work
"I shall press
button A, unless 1I jump"
jump" and
intention expressed
press button
expressed by "I
work between the intention
"Unless
button A, 1I shall
jump" is also
without
relevant:below, use
use will be made,
made, without
shall jump"
also relevant:
"Unless 1I press
press button
explicit
unless-constructions.
furthercomment,
comment,of unless-constructions.
explicit further
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ward off
off an inappropriate
inappropriate "generality"
"generality" construal.
construal. The intention
intention whose possession
ward
here to be needed
needed by one purporting
purporting to believe that
that p is the intention
intention only
is said here
that attitude
attitude on the condition
condition that
that p: that
that is, not to be believing that
that p
to have that
fact p. A general intention
intention to believe only truths
truths is not
~9t to the
the point,
point, and
and
unless in fact
if the
the moral
moral of
of our
our lie-detector
lie-detector example
accepted, this
this general
general intention
intention may
may
example is accepted,
if
so-by someone
someone who still has various
various
possessed--even rationally
rationally so-by
well be not possessed-even
particular beliefs. (Note that
that in that
that example,
example, the
the present
present proposal
proposal still dictates
dictates
particular
that the individual who has deliberately inculcated a false belief
belief currently
currently
that
intends-should-that-belief-be-false, not to have that
that belief.36)
belief. 36 ) A similar
similar point
intends-should-that-belief-be-false,
applies in respect
respect of desires;
desires; see Kenny
Kenny (1966, p. 95ff).
applies
matter of generality
generality is one of several
several which distinguishes
distinguishes the
the present
present
This matter
efforts from
from forays
forays into the
the ethics of belief in the
the tradition
tradition of William
William James.
James.
efforts
Norms issuing
issuing from
from that
that tradition
tradition have
have included
included not only the
the generalized
generalized version
version
Norms
mentioned-the norm
norm of avoiding
avoiding false beliefs-but
beliefs-but also its mirrormirrorof (1) just mentioned-the
acquiring true
true beliefs. A corresponding
corresponding particularized
particularized intention,
intention,
image, that
that of acquiring
image,
outside of what
represented by (1) with
with the
the negation
negation signs
signs deleted,
deleted, appears
appears to lie outside
what
represented
seems
the internal
internal axiology of belief:
belief: that
that is, no such
such intention
intention seems
we have called the
needed in order
order correctly
correctly to be said
said to believe that
that p or to believe that
that not p. Of
needed
course, given
given an interest
interest in the
the question
question of whether
whether or not p, attitudinizing
attitudinizing concourse,
trolled by intention
intention (1) will indirectly
indirectly be guided
guided to settle
the true
true belief, since
since
settle on the
trolled
violate
the
alternative (the
no-belief-either-way option
being excluded)
excluded) will violate
option being
the only alternative
(the no-belief-either-way
that intention.
intention. But
But no such
interest is mandatory.37
mandatory.37
such interest
that
and
generality and
Apart
from
the
respects
mentioned-the
question
mentioned-the
question of generality
from
the
two
respects
just
Apart
the
norm
of
gaining
true
beliefs-another
consideration
the
present
divides
the
present
consideration
true beliefs-another
the norm
attempt to base
base an
an account
thetic direction
intentions
fit on controlling
the thetic
directionof fit
controllingintentions
account of the
attempt
The
view
(opposed
(opposed by
rather
role of evidence.
evidence. The
the role
belief: the
ethics of belief:
than on the
the ethics
ratherthan
on
James)
otherthan
than the
the preponderance
preponderance
which it is wrong
wrongto believe other
accordingto which
James)according
the thetic
thetic
of evidence
intentionin the
controllingintention
that the
the appropriate
appropriatecontrolling
evidence might
suggest that
might suggest
is
to
what
supcase is not:
but rather:
rather:only
only believe what supwhat is true,
true, but
not: only to believe what
in
the
evidence
ported
It appears,
the
that the
the role
role of
though, that
appears, though,
ported by one's evidence. It
with
present
attitudinizewith
to see how
how one
one could
could attitudinize
hardto
connectionis derivative:
derivative:it is hard
presentconnection
the
advantrueother
otherthan
thanby
unless it was
was true
by taking
takingadvanthe aim
aim of not
not believing
somethingunless
believing something
for evidence
evidence seems
seems
tage
moredirect
directrole
role for
came one's
one's way.
evidence came
way.A more
whateverevidence
tage of whatever
in spite
overruled
retained in
true belief retained
spite of overthe observation
observation that
that a true
ruled out,
out, also,
also, by the
not thought
as
whelming
evidence is not
thoughtof as
turnsout,
misleading)evidence
out, misleading)
as it turns
(but,as
whelmingcontrary
contrary(but,
36 According
to
wrong to
morally wrong
36
not that
that it is morally
point is not
the point
suggestion, the
the present
pres'entsuggestion,
to the
According to
believer
believe falsely,
any given
given proposition,
proposition,aa believer
which, in
in respect
respectof any
is something,
but it
it is
something,which,
falsely, but
the
confusing the
Beware of confusing
must
as believing.
believing. Beware
to qualify
qualify as
in order
orderto
doing, in
not to
to be doing,
intend not
must intend
not holding
holding
intention
the-vacuous-intention of not
is false
false with
with the-vacuous-intention
which is
hold aa belief which
to hold
intentionnot
not to
counts
whatcounts
in respect
aa belief which
the difference
differencein
respectof what
to be
be false.
false. (Compare
(Comparethe
which one
one believes
believes to
by
to purchase
as
paintingby
the intention
intentionto
purchaseaa painting
the intention,
intention,between
between the
execution of the
as successful
successful execution
Reubens.)
be by
by Reubens.)
Reubens
to be
one believes
believes to
paintingone
purchaseaa painting
intentionto
to purchase
the intention
andthe
Reubensand
37 A point
37
in Heal
Heal (1988).
(1988).
emphasizedin
nicely emphasized
point nicely
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held to have
have made
made a mismistaken,even if the
the subject
subjectis criticized
criticizedas
as irrational,
irrational,or held
mistaken,
take
or its bearing
bearingon the
the case
take elsewhere
elsewhere (e.g.,
(e.g., as
as to the
the strength
strengthof the
the evidence,
evidence, or
the notion
notionof evidence
evidence the
the role
role
in hand).
hand).Finally,
Finally, a simple
simple reason
reasonfor
for not
not allowing
allowing the
somethingon "blind
"blindfaith"
faith"
here contemplated
contemplatedcomes from
from the
the fact
fact that
thatbelieving
believing something
here
desideratumdictates
dictates
is still a matter
matterof believing
believing something,
something, so the
the universality
universalitydesideratum
38
that evidence-sensitivity
that
evidence-sensitivitycannot
cannotplay
play this
this role.
role.38
intendingthat
thatwhat
whatone wants
wants
Intendingto believe only that
thatwhich
which is true
trueand
and intending
Intending
conflict of intenintento be the
the case should
should be the
the case, may
may appear
appearto involve one in conflict
tions where
where no such
such conflict seems
tions
seems plausibly
againstthe
the sugsugplausiblyattributed-telling against
gested
accountof direction
fit. One
desire that
that q but
but believe that
that
gested account
directionof fit.
One might
might well desire
notq.
have
this case, the
ask, can
can one consistently
consistentlyhave
notq. How, in this
the objection
objectionproceeds
proceeds to ask,
been given instead
both the
both
the intentions
intentionsrecorded
recordedin (1) and
and (2)?
had been
insteadas
as
(2)? Now if (2) had
(2') Intend
Intend (P/Bp)
(pIBp)
then
p, together
with -,q
with (1) there
then from
from this,
there would
would indeed
indeed follow:
follow:
this, with
-iq for
forp,
togetherwith
(6)
Intend(q/Wq)
Intend(-,q/B-,q)
(6) Intend
(qIWq)& Intend
(-_q/B-_q)
which
our subject
who believes that
thatp but
desires that
that notp contradictory
contradictory
which gives our
subject who
but desires
intentions,
actually obtains,
obtains, exactly as
as
intentions, each relative
relative to some condition
condition which
which actually
the
the objector
was not
not given as
as the
the above
above discussion
discussion of
objectorsupposes.
supposes. But
But (2) was
as (2'), as
the
the failure
failure of contraposition
for the
the construction
construction in question
the
question emphasized:
emphasized: the
contrapositionfor
whole difference
thetic and
and telic direction
direction of fit comes down,
down, on the
the
difference between
between thetic
present
intended conditionally
conditionally on
present account,
account, to the
the difference
difference between what
what is intended
what. Making
place of (2') leads
difleads to the
the rather
ratherdifwhat.
Making the
the above
above moves with
with (2) in place
ferent
conclusion:
ferent conclusion:
(7)
Intend (q/Wq)
Intend (-,B-,q/q)
(7) Intend
(qIWq)&
& Intend
(-_B-_qlq)
in which
which the
the conditional
conditionalintentions
intentionsare
are not
not similarly
similarlycontradictory.
contradictory.
the spurious
about the
the present
account attributing
Having
presentaccount
attributing
Having disposed
disposed of the
spuriousworry
worry about
irrationality
our envisaged
thereremains
remainsa genuine,
genuine, though
thoughnot
not ratioratioirrationalityto our
envisaged subject,
subject,there
nally
bring this
mind. We
tension in that
that subject's
state of mind.
can bring
this out
out
We can
nally criticizable,
criticizable, tension
subject's state
/
situation in
conditional intention
intention that
that a given f3 violated in any
any situation
by calling a conditional
which it is true
situations on the
the
that f3
--a. (These are
are the
the "dispreferred"
"dispreferred"situations
true that
,B&
& -,a.
dyadic-deontic-Iogic-inspired
intentionsketched
sketched above.)
account of conditional
conditionalintention
above.)
dyadic-deontic-logic-inspiredaccount
can
In
that not q but
but desires
desires that
that q, we can
In the
the case of our
our subject
subject who believes that
argue
bring out the
our subject
the respect in which our
subject is indeed
argue by cases thus,
thus, to bring
"intentionally
conflicted":
"intentionallyconflicted":
38 In
38
In this
this last
am indebted
indebtedto David
David Velleman.
Velleman.A related
relatedworry-this
last sentence,
worry-this one a
sentence, I am
worry
not necessarily
here-concemsbeliefs held
held not
for the
the positive account
account suggested
necessarily on
worry for
suggested here--concernsbeliefs
which the
the subject
faith
but perhaps
warrantthem,
to which
faith but
evidence deemed
deemed sifficient
sifficient to warrant
them, yet to
subject
perhapson evidence
is so firmly
not to have
have them
them should
should they
false. I do
as to lack
lack the
the intention
intentionnot
committedas
they be false.
firmly committed
not
to reply
this
from the
the desideratum
not know
short of backing
desideratumof universality,
know how,
universality,to
reply to this
how, short
backing off from
objecti<;m.
furtherdifficulty,
backdownmay
the only response
similarbackdown
difficulty,arising
arising
objection.A similar
may also be the
responseto a further
another-inconover cases in which
which the
is-for one reason
reason or
or another-inconthe falsity
what is believed is-for
falsity of what
ceivable.
the intention
19=43; but
have the
intentionnot to believe
but do I have
For example,
that24+ 19=43;
ceivable. For
example,I believe that
this,
this condition?
condition?Both
Both of these
these
its falsity?
What sense can
can we make
make of this
conditionalon its
this, conditional
falsity? What
difficulties
for the
the present
were put
to me by Rae
Rae Langton.
difficulties for
Langton.
presentview were
put to
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Suppose
the second
second conjunct
conjunctof (7) is
Then the
the intention
intentionrecorded
recordedin the
Suppose q.
q. Then
violated,
B-q.
violated, since
since B-q.
Suppose
the first.conjunct
first-conjunctof (7) is
Then the
the intention
intentionrecorded
recordedin the
Suppose -,q.
-iq. Then
Wq.
violated,
violated, since
since Wq.
whetheror
or not
not q,
q, that
that the
the
which is a priori
priorirelative
relative to whether
Thus we can
can see in a way which
Thus
subject's
intentionscannot
at least
least one must
must be
(i.e., at
conditionalintentions
cannot all be fulfilled
fulfilled (i.e.,
subject's conditional
violated).
than an
an
tension rather
ratherthan
can be regarded
regardedas
as exhibiting
exhibiting a tension
violated). This,
This, as
as I say,
say, can
the subject's
subject's state
state is
inconsistency in those attitudes:
attitudes: though
though not irrational,
irrational, the
unfortunate.
with the
the attitudes
attitudesin quesquesunfortunate.This
This result
result is not
not untoward:
untoward:any
any subject
subject with
tion
putative fact
desire that
that q.
q. However,
However, that
that
tion will regret
the putative
fact of the
the unsatisfied
unsatisfieddesire
regret the
drawingonly on (i)
the materials
materialsat
at our
our disposal,
disposal, drawing
verdict does
verdict
does not
not fully
fully exploit
exploit the
B-q and (ii)
suppose resurrected
of objection
objection we now suppose
B-iq
(ii) Wq.
Wq. According
According to the line of
after
the premature
and (2') was not to the
the
after conceding that
that the
prematureconflation of (2) and
point, any
putatively unfulfilled
unfulfilleddesire
desire that
thatq,
and arguq, and
argusuch regret
due to the
the putatively
point,
any such
regretis due
ably
that q,
violation of the
the intention
intention (conditional
that desire)
and
upon that
desire) that
q, and
the violation
(conditional upon
ably to the
not
intentiononly to believe
not at
all to the
the violation
violation of the
the theticity-characterizing
theticity-characterizingintention
at all
that not q should
disthat the
the subject
subject later
later disthat
should it be the
the case that
that not q.39
q.39 Suppose
Suppose that
but the
covers
that in fact
fact q, so the
the earlier
earlier belief was false but
the desire
desire is satisfied.
satisfied.
covers that
According
and a bit
bit of bad
bad news:
news:
this should
should come as a bit of good news and
Accordingto (7), this
the
has been
the intention
intention attributed
attributedin its first
first conjunct
been fulfilled,
fulfilled, while that
that in its
conjunct has
second
been violated.
second conjunct
has been
violated. But in fact-the
fact-the objection
objection proceeds-isn't
proceeds-isn't
conjunct has
the
the news really
all good news?
news? Believing your
convicted while
your daughter
daughterwill be convicted
really all
wanting
hearing
seriously disappointed
disappointedwill you be on hearing
wanting her
her to be acquitted,
acquitted,how seriously
of the acquittal
belief was false? Whenever
that your
Whenever you desire that
that q but
but
acquittal that
your belief
believe that
don't you in fact
and won't you be
that -,q,
fact hope
that you're
wrong, and
hope that
you're wrong,
-iq, don't
undilutedly delighted
sort of response
find that
that you were?
were? Hardly
Hardly the
the sort
response one
undilutedly
delighted to find
violated!
would
an intention
intentionviolated!
would expect of an
One
reply to the
which stressed
the relative
relative
One might
the above
above objection
stressedthe
objection which
might attempt
attempta reply
seriousness
at
seriousnessof different
differentintentions,
that any
potentialdisappointment
disappointmentat
intentions,holding
holding that
any potential
having had
for example,
example, your
your daughter
daughter
outweighedby relief that,
that,for
having
had a false
false belief is outweighed
has
been acquitted.
this seems
belong more
more to a puritanical
puritanical
has been
seems wrong-and
wrong-and to belong
acquitted.But this
strand
for I have
have sinned
sinnedagainst
the
strandin the
the ethics-of-belief
ethics-of-belief tradition
tradition("Forgive
againstthe
("Forgiveme, for
injunction
this section.
section.
thanto the
the account
accountsuggested
suggestedin this
never to believe falsely")
falsely") than
injunctionnever
It
with
for example,
concern with
outweighed concern
because, for
example, the
the allegedly outweighed
It seems wrong
wrong because,
believing only the
when there
there is nothing
the truth
truthleaves
leaves no disappointment
nothing to
disappointmenteven when
believing
outweigh
towardsthe
the propowhen for
for instance
instanceone is (affectively)
indifferenttowards
propo(affectively) indifferent
outweigh it when
sition
situationone
that this
this is a situation
sition one has
has just learnt
learntone believed falsely.
Noting that
falsely. Noting
can
what happens
after a
after a change
should consider
consider what
can only be in after
happensafter
change of belief, we should
the non-satisfaction
non-satisfaction
change
desire. There
Thereis no disappointment
disappointmentconsequent
consequenton the
change of desire.
of a discarded
the claim
claim
which I take
take it does
does nothing
underminethe
discardeddesire,
fact which
nothing to undermine
desire, a fact
39
39

I am
pressing this
J. A. Burgess
for pressing
this line of objection.
am much
much indebted
indebtedto J.
objection.
Burgessfor

Directionof Fit
Direction
Fit

81
81

that one has
that
has a higher-order
higher-orderpro-attitude
pro-attitudetoward
toward the
the fulfillment
fulfillment of any
any current
current
40 (For
desire.
desire.40
(Forvarious
variousreasons,
reasons,"intention"
"intention"may
may not
not be quite
quitethe
the right
rightword
wordfor
for this
this
attitude;
attitude;one is that
thatthe
the subject
subjectmay
may be alienated
alienatedfrom
fromsome
some desires,
desires,for
for which
which talk
talk
of an
an intention
intentionthat
thatthey
they be fulfilled
fulfilled sounds
soundstoo committed;
committed;lUlother
thattalk
talk of
a,notheris that
intentioncan
can carry
carrythe
the suggestion
suggesti'onof intending
intendingto make
makesomething
the case, which
which
intention
something the
not appropriate
appropriatefor
for the
the propositional
is not
propositional objects
objects of many
many lower-order
lower-ordertelic attiattitudes.) Thus,
the "Intend"
"Intend"and
the "W"
tudes.)
Thus,in (1), the
andthe
"W' should
shouldbe understood
understoodas
as temporally
temporally
indexed to the
the same
same time.
time. Likewise
Likewise in (2), for
for "Intend"
indexed
"Intend"and
and"B".
"B".But
But whereas
whereasthe
the
past
has been
been given up,
the past
past
claimed that
thatone still
still endorses
endorsesthe
past belief has
up, it might
might be claimed
intentionto believe only what
what is true,
true, and
and that
intention
unclear why
that it therefore
thereforeremains
remainsunclear
there is no affective
trace of this
been frustrated.
there
affective trace
this intention's
intention'shaving
frustrated.One
One might
having been
mightof
course
been "taken
in" by what
course be disappointed
at having
as good
disappointedat
having been
"takenin"
what one
one thought
thoughtof as
evidence for
but any
for the
the belief now
now abandoned:
evidence
abandoned:but
such sentiments
sentimentswould
would be echoes
echoes
any such
of an
an ethics
ethics of belief approach,
the belief now
now abandoned
abandonedmight
approach,and,
and, in any
any case, the
might
have been
precisely appropriate
The
have
been precisely
appropriatein the
the light
light of the
the evidence
evidence then
then available.
available.The
only vestige of the
the concession
the frustrated
frustratedtheticity-characterizing
intentionis the
concession
theticity-characterizingintention
that one was
that
what was said
therecan
can be no misbut if what
was mistaken;
mistaken;but
said above
above is correct,
correct,there
take without
take
without a thwarted
thwartedintention.
intention. (Thus,
"intention"is exactly
the
(Thus, in this
this case, "intention"
exactly the
right word.)
right
word.) This
This concludes
concludes our
our discussion
discussion of the
the "no
"no disappointment"
disappointment"objecobjection,41 and
presentation of the case for
and with it, the presentation
for seeing the difference in
tion,41
direction
directionof fit between
between telic and
and thetic
thetic attitudes
attitudesas
as constituted
constitutedby a difference
differencein
the
the direction
direction of conditionality
the controlling
conditional intentions
intentions which
which
conditionality of the
controlling conditional
42
make
make those
those attitudes
attitudesthe
the attitudes
attitudesthey
they are.
are.42
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